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1 Introduction 
Over the last two decades the coffee industry has experienced three fundamental developments: 

deregulation; market saturation and differentiation (Gibbon 2003, Ponte 2002 and 2004). Hence, 

coffee producers today find themselves selling into an unpredictable global market, leaving 

transnational corporations in command (Ponte 2002; Kaplinsky 2004). With a total production 

around 130 million (60 kg) bags pr year (www.ico.org), coffee is an important foreign exchange 

earner to many developing countries, making these developments decisive to livelihoods. The 

problem of uneven income distribution is highlighted as a major disadvantage to producers (Fitter 

and Kaplinsky 2001; Kaplinsky 2004), although some claim such conclusion represents a “cake 

division fallacy” in which value creation at one level is seen at the expense of the other (Gilbert 

2008). At the same time climate change has also become a major concern to many people.  

In response to these issues, a growing number of initiatives like Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance and 

IFOAM (organic farming) have seen the day, allowing the shopper to express his or her values, 

“voting with the trolley” (Economist 7.12.2006). However, these initiatives, admirable intentions or 

not, have been heavily criticized for their actual contribution. Focused on premiums as subsidies, 

not quality, Fair Trade stimulates overproduction and restricts incentives for upgrading and 

diversification. Further, critics argue that Fair Trade is merely a means to identify price-sensitive 

consumers, making it an inefficient reallocation of money to poor people. Finally, Fair Trade 

registration is exclusively for co-operatives of small producers (Economist 2.10.2007). On climate 

issues, organic farming is sometimes said to be land-intensive, paradoxically leaving less space for 

the environment it wants to preserve (Economist 7.12.2006). 

According to its proponents, the direct trade model, popularized by Geoff Watts and Intelligentsia 

Coffee since 2003, presents a solution to different members of the coffee value chain. In the past 

decade, the coffee market has bifurcated into commodity products, sold in large quantities at a low 

price, and specialty coffee, based on quality (Economist 25.01.2007). The essential advantage of the 

direct trade model is its ability to deliver the quality of specialty coffee, rewarding participants in 

the value chain with a premium above the commodity price. Direct trade, or more accurately 

intensive communication between buyer and grower, represents for coffee enthusiasts an 

improvement on labels like Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance or organic, since the latter while relating 

to how the coffee is grown and persuading consumers to pay a premium offer no guarantee about 

quality. Consequently, the major contribution from direct trade is its focus on quality, while 

http://www.ico.org/
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ecologically sound agriculture and prices above the Fair Trade premium is seen more as sound 

business practices and as a path to great coffee (Meehan, NY Times, 12.9.2007). In effect, this 

model, under configuration, presents itself as a market based alternative to contemporary 

initiatives. The remainder of this paper is intended to study the model, hoping to consolidate it 

further through an exploration of advantages and facilitative conditions. 

1.1 Motivation 

This topic is chosen because of its relevance to my studies program, Business and Development 

Studies (BADS) and as such the general UNDP agenda of private sector development. I believe this 

topic is able to integrate both business and development as intended at BADS, in essence, because I 

will be dealing with issues of development facilitated by the entrepreneur as a key driver. 

The choice of topic is further relevant to my personal work experience with Danida’s B2B 

Programme in South Africa. My experience with this program was that partnership success was not 

so much dependent on demand, capacity nor international experience. Instead, it was mostly 

dependent on the quality of the partnership. In many ways, I believe the direct trade model share 

the same conclusion, because of its focus on the relationship.  

Subsequently, I see a potential in the direct trade model, although I acknowledge a restriction in 

mainstream capacity. I believe this model presents a way to increase development in the South 

without compromising profits in the North. There is actually nothing new about it. In fact, it is 

simply about acknowledging the producer as a key element and as such putting stronger emphasis 

on this relationship. 

However, it is new in the sense that is a growing phenomenon from the increased focus by 

consumers on the traceability of the product and fairness to the producer. In many ways, I see it as 

a form of second generation Fair Trade, somewhat untouched by research and therefore an 

interesting topic to study. 

1.2 Research question 

This is a case study of the direct trade model within the specialty coffee industry, moving from 

commodity to a differentiated product. The overall research question is presented: 

- What are the advantages from the direct trade model within specialty coffee, and which 

conditions facilitate the best management of the model? 
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As indicated by the research question the structure of this paper is twofold. Firstly, a number of 

advantages are proposed and examined with the individual cases. Secondly, a number of essential 

conditions about the underlying success of the model are proposed and analyzed. This paper is in 

other words linked between advantages (1), which drives the model and conditions, which facilitate 

the best possible exploitation (2). 

In the process, a number of operational questions are applied to keep the paper on track: 

1: How will the research question be answered? (2 methodology) 

2: What is the direct trade model within specialty coffee - what does existing literature say about 

the general coffee industry and the direct trade model? (3 the history of the direct trade model) 

3: What kind of framework could be appropriate for contextualizing and analyzing the advantages 

and conditions of the direct trade model? (4 designing the analytical framework) 

4: What are the advantages from the direct trade model within specialty coffee? (5 case study 

analyses and 6 Findings and discussion) 

5: Which conditions facilitate the best management of the model? (5 case study analyses and 6 

Findings and discussion) 

The order of the operational questions further indicates the structure of the paper at the following 

page. 
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2 Methodology 
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the methodological approach utilized in this paper, and 

the underlying choices. Consequently, the following six sections include philosophy of science, 

research approach, case study approach/selection, data collection, validity and delimitation.   

2.1 Philosophy of science 

Philosophically, this paper has circled around the ideas of critical realism. The aim of this paper is 

to put the experts in focus as cases, listening to their experience and advice with the model and 

industry in question. It is in other words not about producing wide knowledge and one-size-fits-all 

theory from a large sample. On the other hand, the overall answer to the research question is 

confined to the accumulated knowledge and perceptions of a few selected entrepreneurs and 

their partnerships. The sample is therefore quite narrow in representation, which is a deliberate 

choice to create as specific knowledge as possible. Consequently, the knowledge creation in this 

thesis is consciously drawn towards non-quantifiable regularities, and as such away from more 

positivistic epistemologies. Ontologically, reality is therefore acknowledged as something 

subjective, and within this vein the views of experts is believed to be the best source at hand. 

Perceptions will always vary for many reasons, but if the views of the sampled experts show 

comparable traits, careful theorizing becomes more likely. It is within this acknowledgement that 

this paper takes the stand of critical realism, accepting that we are often incapable of knowing real 

objects. In the words of Easton (2010: 9.): “the ontology of critical realism assumes that events are 

caused by the processes and structures in the world that are, for the most part, invisible yet real.” 

This paper does in other words accept a certain reality, or a set of features in the direct trade 

model, while adhering to a critical position towards the model in general. 

2.2 Research approach 

This thesis will neither be purely inductive nor deductive. Instead, it will be inspired by the 

systematic combining of Dubois and Gadde (2002) and as such be abductive, moving back and 

forth between empirical data and theory. This approach is relevant because it allows the thesis to 

balance between existing theoretical knowledge and the case studies to find answers and 

potentially create new or complementary knowledge. In this paper such continuous, explorative 

process comes across as the following: 
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1. Personal exposure to the direct trade model. 

2. Framing of ideas and thoughts into propositions. 

3. Gathering of empirical data. 

4. Comparing to draw preliminary patterns regarding propositions. 

5. Moderation of propositions and formulation of theory.  

6. Framing of ideas and thoughts into propositions, and so on. 

A more figurative explanation of the process is seen in the model of systematic combining by 

Dubois and Gadde below: 

 

Figure 1: Systematic combining. Dubois and Gadde 2002: 555. 

 

As already indicated, case studies are often criticized for lacking the basis for scientific 

generalization. However, with systematic combining as a research approach to case studies, 

emphasis is not so much on verification, as it is about gathering a multitude of sources to reveal 

new aspects of research. As mentioned by Dubois and Gadde (2002), such abductive approach is 

beneficial if the research objective is to discover new things. Much in correspondence with this 

paper, it is therefore possible to argue that true verification for generalization at a larger, possibly 

more positivistic sense, is more beneficial at a later stage – after discovery has been made. 

This naturally leads into the discussion of the appropriateness of quantitative vs. qualitative data. 

More quantitative approaches could have been used for downstream issues, i.e. by approaching 

consumers, asking about their knowledge of direct trade. On the other hand, this is not a 
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marketing paper, which makes such survey less relevant. The idea from the start has been to give 

the experts a say before anything else, and most of these argue that the model is an upstream 

strategic partnership focused on relationships, more than a way to approach downstream 

challenges. In the end, the use of qualitative methods and its more in-depth understanding of 

opinions, experiences and justifications about advantages and conditions made most sense for this 

paper. In the words of Van Maanen (Easton 2010: 4), qualitative research is a technique that seeks 

to come to terms with the meaning, not frequencies, of social phenomena. 

In this context of qualitative vs. quantitative data, it became a deliberate choice to use 

propositions, instead of more yes/no hypotheses to subdivide the overall research question. The 

problem is that one cannot truly speak of hypotheses when deriving info from case studies, since 

hypotheses are typically limited to quantitative studies that use means of statistical inference to 

reject a quantifiable null hypothesis. In the context of this paper, using case studies and being 

more about discovery than verification, it seemed more suitable to speak of propositions, which 

can be supported or challenged by qualitative research. 

Finally, certain theory was selected to formulate a framework, which could comprehend the direct 

trade model and approach the collected data. This was done as explained by figure 2 below in 

which existing literature and a number of theoretical perspectives were accumulated to put 

together a framework, which eventually is used to extract knowledge from the cases. 

 

Figure 2: Research approach. Source: own creation (inspired from Dubois and Gadde 2002). 

2.3 The case study approach and case study selection  

The essential value of the case study approach, allowing the researcher a wide array of evidence, 

is it its ability to look beyond numbers to study more complex matters (Yin 2009). However, case 

studies “are limited by their parochial nature in that their findings are difficult to generalize and 

their focus on a particular scale of analysis generally precludes an assessment of broader, 

cumulative impacts” (Hamann 2007). The choice of the case study approach in this paper 

consequently involves the ability to accumulate overwhelmingly context-specific knowledge, 

which at the same time is difficult to universalize. Ultimately, if the ambition was to facilitate a 
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more thorough understanding for generalization, this could be reached by looking into 

geographical, institutional, socio-cultural and economic differences in partnerships. However, 

since the ambition from the start of this paper has been to explore the potential of the direct 

trade model, focus is instead on uplifting these findings than to spread them as worldwide theory. 

Again, the immediate ambition of this paper is more about discovery than verification. In the 

words of Yin (2003: 2) “the need for case studies arises out of the desire to understand complex 

social phenomena. A case study need not contain a complete or accurate rendition of actual 

events; rather, its purpose is to establish a framework for discussion and debate.” 

This paper includes a total of 10 cases, which will be presented as individual, yet standardized, 

reports. These reports will function as summations before a single analytical chapter, which will 

carefully seek preliminary patterns and contradictions, drawing conclusions from the overall 

findings. In some sense, the individual reports, although they do include standardized analyses 

within a specific framework, are merely included to make the individual case data ready for the 

general analysis. This case approach is utilized as a method to standardize qualitative findings (as 

much as possible), making it more useful for analysis.  

The selection of the 10 respective cases was done as a compromise between availability and a 

desire to have different types of cases when it comes to size (tons of coffee and number of 

employees), country of origin, (US, Canada, Ecuador, Tanzania, Holland and Denmark) and the part 

of the value chain (roasters, exporters, producers, retailers and a consultancy). Within each 

parameter, it is acknowledged that a number of biases are unavoidable, since the individual 

respondent with his or her unique background represent different perceptions and views about 

the direct trade model, and business at large. Especially the first cases were incremental to the 

paper, due to their presence within the direct trade model and specialty coffee, and in the case of 

Intelligentsia, also because this roaster is considered the founder of the model. Most cases were 

found by screening the Internet and a couple by recommendations. In the end, only one 

preselected roaster of particular interest is left out, simply because of failure to establish 

satisfactory communication. 
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2.4 Data collection 

At first, the collection of secondary data were used to accumulate knowledge of the direct trade 

model and the general coffee industry as part of step 1 to 3 in the process of systematic combining 

(2.2 research approach). These include reports and general information from organizations like the 

International Coffee Organization (ICO) and the Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA); 

news articles, i.e. the Economist and New York Times, and finally a large number of academic 

research articles on the topic. Later, secondary data were further collected via company websites 

as part of the individual cases. In some cases, respondents also wanted to share different company 

reports. 

The collection of primary data collection has mostly been semi-structured interviews, meaning 

that a number of questions were to be asked as a point of departure, although not in a particularly 

strict order or phrasing. The advantage in such technique is the ability to spontaneously expand on 

the response of the interviewee (Yin 2009). Despite this lack of an apparent structure, all the 

general questions were addressed during the process. This level of autonomy had both the 

advantage of greater flexibility and more in-depth responses. Within this collection of data the 

type of communication created significant variances, i.e. email questions were more standardized 

and less dynamic, while the two personal interviews in Denmark were the longest and most 

flexible, allowing the respondent to move around. To circumvent the challenges of email 

questioning, follow up questions were posed. In between were the Skype interviews, which 

typically ranged from 20 to 50 minutes. These were also concentrated on main questions, but 

allowed the respondent to tell his stories and examples to highlight personal viewpoints. In 

general, the longer and more personal forms of communication ensured more trust from the 

respondent, letting him/her speak more freely. On the other hand, these also entailed a certain 

bias creation, since the respondent and the interviewer gradually gained a level of mutual 

understanding. Further, after getting more experienced, the interviewer started to restrict 

response time a bit more, which on one side increased the precision of replies, but on the other 

might have limited discovery. Finally, all respondents were prepared with a one page outline 

including the intentions of the thesis. This was done to ensure optimal comprehension as a form 

of laddering. See an overview of the primary data collection below. 
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Time Communication Position Company Type Country Employees/coffee 

18.10.2011 Skype interview Owner, buyer Intelligentsia 
www.intelligentsiacoffee.com 

Roaster US 240/2,000,000.00 lbs 

31.10.2011 Skype interview Sustainability 
manager, buyer 

Counter Culture Coffee 
www.counterculturecoffee.com 

Roaster US 45/700,000.00 lbs 

26.09.2011 Skype interview Director of 
coffee, buyer 

Salt Spring Coffee 
www.saltspringcoffee.com 

Roaster Canada 80/723,667.00 lbs 

01.11.2011 Email questions Exports 
Director 

Es Coffee  
www.escoffee.com 

Exporter Ecuador 60/na 

03.11.2011 Email questions President, 
buyer 

PT's Coffee Roasting 
www.ptscoffee.com 

Roaster US 12/220,000.00 lbs 

10.11.2011 Personal 
interview 

CEO, buyer The Coffee Collective 
www.coffeecollective.dk 

Barista and 
roaster 

Denmark 30/88,000.00 lbs 

27.10.2011 Personal 
interview 

Quality 
manager 

Copenhagen Roaster 
www.estatecoffee.dk 

Roaster Denmark 5/110,000.00 lbs 

03.10.2011 Skype interview Director Shangri-La Estate  
www.shangrila-estate.com 

Producer Tanzania 50/330,000.00 lbs 

23.09.2011 Skype interview Managing 
director 

Amigos International 
www.amigos-international.org 

Consultancy Holland 2/11,000.00 lbs 

26.09.2011 Email questions Co-founder Direct Trade Coffee Club 
www.dtcoffeeclub.com 

Retailer US na 

Table 1: Overview: primary data collection. See Appendices 1-10 for interviews. 

2.5 Validity and reliability 

Four tests are typically used to establish the quality of empirical social research (Yin 2003: 33-39). 

These are construct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability.  

Construct validity, establishing correct operational measures for the concepts in the study, is 

particularly problematic in case study research, since subjective judgments are often used in the 

data collection (Yin 2003: 35). This criticism is equally relevant in this paper, since respondents 

obviously phrase themselves differently, although the context might often be the same. As a 

response, a multiple number of sources of evidence were included, totaling 10 cases, combined 

with a thorough review of the literature within the field.  

Internal validity, addressing the likelihood that one event leads to another, is relevant to this 

paper in the sense that specific conditions are assumed to facilitate the management of a number 

of identified advantages. There is in other words a correlation in all cases between an activity and 

an outcome. In effect, there is an element of causality involved. The problem herein is that such 

case studies risks assuming causality between conditions and outcomes, which might have been 

influenced by a third and unknown variable. Internal validity is therefore undermined. To limit this 
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threat, pattern matching was done between all cases, and not least the individual cases were 

encouraged to include potential third factors and rival explanations. Nonetheless, other conditions 

from comparable cases could be relevant and might spur alternative explanations. 

External validity, the ability to generalize findings to other cases, has already been touched upon 

in the previous sections. Contrary to quantitative studies, the key difference here is that the 

ambition with the case study of this paper is not to generalize statistically. The aim, however, is at 

most to generalize analytically, uplifting results to some sort of broader theory. In practical terms, 

the aim is to consolidate the direct trade model, asking whether this approach represents an 

attractive alternative to contemporary movements in the coffee industry, and if it does carefully 

draw patterns between facilitative conditions for the best use of the model. In effect, the ambition 

behind the analytical generalizations of this paper is to motivate, not universalize business. 

Reliability is about the ability to repeat the research design used in the process of this paper. This 

methodology chapter should hopefully be able to ensure such reliability. The overall way to ensure 

reliability is in other words to display the research process as transparently as possible (Silverman 

2001), which has been the intention of this chapter. 

2.6 Methodological delimitation 

The choice of cases in this paper is believed to be as representative as possible, since they cover a 

wide selection of size, level of integration and value chain configuration. However, a certain bias is 

unavoidable simply from the fact that these cases are deeply involved in the direct trade model. 

There has in other words been a direction away from cases that might have been critical towards 

the model. Furthermore, the choice of candidate interviews/cases was inherently directed 

towards certain criteria, at first especially roasters that was already known by the researcher. 

After screening the Internet the quality of company websites became a practical criterion. 

Relevant cases are possibly left out, simply because the selected cases through their websites are 

better at communicating what their businesses is about. In example, if words like “direct trade” or 

“specialty coffee” was not clearly exposed at respective websites these cases were left. In the end, 

this means that selected cases in this paper are probably among those who focus mostly on 

communication not just about themselves but also the model. 
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The fairly high number of chosen cases was selected because of the explorative approach in this 

paper. The direct trade model is something reasonably new, and the intention has therefore been 

to uncover as much information as possible. However, a sensible argument would be that 

knowledge creation had been deeper when focusing on only a few cases with similar 

characteristics (see chapter 8 future research). In such case knowledge would be narrow, i.e. more 

financial information (cots/benefit, ROI) would be interesting as well on site interviews with 

partners. In fact, in all cases only the “driving” member of the partnership has been interviewed.  

Finally, this is not a comparative analysis of various sustainability initiatives. Instead, it is an 

investigation of one model, which is fairly new to the coffee industry. Other initiatives, like Fair 

Trade, will be mentioned occasionally, but merely to set the scene in an attempt to study and 

possibly consolidate the merits of the direct trade model. However, it could make sense to initiate 

such analyses once/if the direct trade model start gaining in size (see chapter 8 future research). 
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3 The history of the direct trade model within specialty coffee 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the history of the direct trade model within specialty 

coffee and review findings and arguments made by researchers, journalists and organizations 

about recent developments in the coffee industry and eventually reach a common understanding 

of direct trade and how it is to be defined. 

3.1 The last two decades in the coffee market 

There is agreement between most researchers that the coffee industry has experienced three 

fundamental developments over the last two decades (see i.e. Gibbon 2003 or Ponte 2002 and 

2004), Firstly, deregulation as a result of the abandonment of economically active, international 

coffee agreements in 1989 has weakened marketing boards and other producer associations, 

which were formerly responsible for non-farming activities in representation of farmers. Secondly, 

the coffee market has experienced a general saturation in which new consumption patterns have 

emerged. Thirdly, upstream participants have been successful in product differentiation, evolving 

into new corporate strategies. Ponte (2002) labeled this development “the latte revolution”, since 

consumers are today offered many new and exotic combinations of coffee, most often at a 

considerable price, while at the same time the actual growing of the green bean is less rewarded. 

As a consequence, small and medium sized coffee producers today find themselves selling into an 

unpredictable global market, leaving transnational corporations excessively powerful (Ponte 2002, 

Kaplinsky 2004). In conjunction with these developments, international prices for green beans 

(unprocessed coffee) have as already indicated dropped dramatically over the same period (Ponte 

2002, Kaplinsky 2004, Fromm and Dúbon 2006). It is worth mentioning that many other 

agricultural commodities, similar to unprocessed coffee, have experienced parallel trends. Overall, 

the general share of agricultural products in global trade fell from 35 % in 1950 to only 9 % in 2001 

(WTO 2002 in Gibbon 2003). 

Coffee as a global commodity is an important foreign exchange earner to many developing 

countries, making these developments decisive to livelihoods. Further, some authors highlight the 

issue of uneven income distribution between downstream and upstream participants to the 

disadvantage of the latter (Fitter and Kaplinsky 2001, Kaplinsky 2004). Other authors claim that 

such analysis of developments represents a cake division fallacy in which value creation at one 
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level is seen at the expense of the other (Gilbert 2008). There is according to these authors no 

evidence of any abuse of power, in fact, changes are merely a result of successful branding. 

3.2 International coffee agreements 

Today, many of the typical instruments for public intervention in agro-commodities, like 

international commodity agreements and public marketing boards, have disappeared or at least 

weakened in strength (Gibbon 2003). From 1962 to 1989 international coffee agreements played a 

significant role in determining the price and supply of coffee. During this period production was 

concentrated and fairly homogenous and incomes were reasonably stable. However, since the 

abandonment of authoritative international coffee agreements in 1989, production as well as 

consumption has been overly fragmented, supply has remained homogenous within low quality 

coffee, while there has been an increasing trade of quality segmented coffee beans. In effect, total 

income has shifted to the advantage of consuming countries (Ponte 2002). In a similar vein, the 

coffee industry has experienced a simultaneous process of power concentration in importing 

countries, and power deconcentration in producing countries (Fitter and Kaplinsky 2001). As a 

consequence of deregulation, although not exclusively, the coffee market has seen two periods of 

low prices. The first from 1989 to 1993 was a result of the immediate release onto the market, 

while the second from 1999 to 2002 was caused by a large overproduction in Brazil and Vietnam 

and stagnating growth in consumption (Gilbert 2008). Regardless of Gilbert’s cake division fallacy 

argument, Oxfam asserted that producers on average were rewarded five percent of the retail 

price in 2002, while Talbot estimated that producers’ share of the final retail price were around 20 

percent in the period of economically active coffee agreements (Gilbert 2008). In conclusion, there 

might have been reasons to abandon the regime of international coffee agreements, but the 

agreements were nonetheless successful in raising and stabilizing coffee prices (Ponte 2004).  

In 2007 the current international coffee agreement was signed to strengthen the ICO’s role as a 

“forum for intergovernmental consultations”, which is supposed to “facilitate international trade 

through increased transparency and access to relevant information, and promote a sustainable 

coffee economy” (www.ico.org). The practical contribution from ICO according to the 2007 

Agreement is about “enabling, to exchange views, developing and seeking, promoting, developing, 

encouraging, facilitating and providing” (www.ico.org). Clearly the vague choice of words indicates 

that the 2007 agreement does not grant ICO the regulatory authority it used to possess. 

http://www.ico.org/
http://www.ico.org/
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3.3 From commodity to differentiation 

As already mentioned, the coffee industry has experienced what Ponte (2002) called a latte 

revolution. Coffee is like wine a product with potential for differentiation, and the potential is 

predicted to expand (Fitter and Kaplinsky 2001). In essence, consumers today have an endless list 

of coffee available to choose from. In recognition of falling prices on green beans, some authors 

consequently advocate the possibilities in diversification, because high-quality and niche coffees 

are among the few receiving a more substantial remuneration. Further, Giovannucci (2001) found, 

from his extensive survey on sustainable coffee (based on a list of more than 9,000 coffee related 

firms), that coffee quality, not price, is the superior criterion for industry purchasing decisions. In 

other words, the export of value-added and differentiated agricultural products opens possibilities 

to producers in developing countries, which previously relied on undifferentiated coffee exports. 

In an exemplification from Honduras, Fromm and Dubón (2006) found that the price for specialty 

coffee can be up to twice as much as the price for standard coffee.  

As part of this development and the subsequent possibilities, moving from commodity to more 

differentiated products, the ICO is promoting the development of a diversification program to 

generate such additional earnings. However, it is probably easier said than done. Most often 

producers do not possess the capacity to upgrade. In effect, the gains from differentiation are not 

always getting through to producers (Fitter and Kaplinsky 2001). In a similar context, the most 

important challenge facing producers is probably the associated increase in expenses (Gibbon 

2003). When studying the routes of Ghanaian firms into the world economy, Kuada (2007) 

emphasized a stronger focus on upstream internationalization, getting access to knowledge and 

upgrading. However, there is according to Fromm and Dubón (2006) little evidence of the 

opportunities for developing countries to integrate into the world market when it comes to 

agricultural products. According to Gibbon (2003), the discouraging fact is that within coffee 

recent emphasis on niche markets in private sector development literature has been possibly 

disproportionate. On a practical note about coffee, it is often neither viable nor possible to add 

value to green coffee by processing at origin. Many coffees are suitable only for blending or 

processing into an anonymous end product (www.thecoffeeguide.org). To sum up, there are 

general opportunities moving into differentiated niche markets, but as the term indicates it also 

represents scale limitations. 

http://www.thecoffeeguide.org/
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3.4 The growth of ethical coffee 

Today, various sustainability initiatives within coffee, also known as “ethical trade”, are estimated 

to constitute eight percent of world exports in green coffee, making it the fastest growing market 

segment in developed country markets (www.ico.org). Tallontire (in Ponte 2004) defines ethical 

trade as “any form of trade that consciously seeks to be socially and environmentally, as well as 

economically, responsible.” Some well known certifications are Fair Trade, IFOAM (organic), 

Rainforest Alliance, SMBC Bird friendly, UTZ and 4C code of conduct. These movements have 

grown for the people who produce it and for the environment (www.ethicalcoffee.net). Thus, 

ethical coffee is a growing phenomenon that has pushed ethical business practice forward by an 

increasing pressure on the reputation of brands (Ponte 2004). Collectively these forms of coffee 

represent a differentiated market niche, which is often rewarded with a superior price and can 

improve environmental, economic and social aspects for producers (Giovannucci 2001).   

However, a central issue with ethical trade is that it is driven by consumers and businesses in 

developed countries and as such have been criticized to erect new entry barriers to producers in 

developing countries (Ponte 2004).  The various initiatives simply fail to take into account the local 

needs and their differences. Furthermore, costs in compliance with these certifications can be 

difficult to finance for small farmers. In exemplification, Fair Trade USA admits that most 

cooperatives pay annual certification fees that range from $2,500 to $10,000 and individual 

farmers cannot get certified even if they can afford it (www.ethicalcoffee.net). The ICO sums up 

the criticism with a longer list of reservations: compliance with standards may require 

considerable investments and also entail reduced yields; the large number of different bodies 

involved in the certification of coffee may lead to confusion in the mind of consumers; the need to 

comply with more than one certification scheme also raises costs for producers; a willingness to 

buy ethical products may not translate into actual purchases; for a majority of end-users price and 

intrinsic quality are more important than certified compliance with a code of conduct or 

standards, therefore the potential size of the market for certified coffees is restricted; producers 

must also bear in mind that the overall levels of premiums are likely to decrease as availability 

grows (www.ico.org). Overall, the different initiatives have been incremental to the growth of 

ethical trade, but a number of limitations make it reasonable to discuss the need for corrections or 

alternative models.  

http://www.ico.org/
http://www.ethicalcoffee.net/
http://www.ethicalcoffee.net/
http://www.ico.org/
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Among the abovementioned sustainability initiatives, Fair Trade is probably the one which has 

been most scrutinized. In short, Fair Trade is a way to connect consumers with producers. From 

buying products that carry the Fair Trade mark, consumers aim to improve the lives of producers 

that are perceived to be unfairly rewarded for their effort in the value chain. As such it can be 

considered a partnership between producers and consumers (www.fairtrade.net). In effect, it can 

hardly be disputed that the intentions of the Fair Trade initiative are admirable.  However, the 

reality of the initiative is often less alluring, and has therefore attracted various attentions from 

researchers. Young and Utting (2005) asked through six papers whether Fair Trade works in 

practical terms and in helping marginalized producers, and found that Fair Trade does work, 

although not to perfection and as such it needs continuous development. In this connection, 

others have found that successful participation in Fair Trade quite often is dependent on market 

conditions and producer capacity (Raynolds 2002). It is in other words likely that less capable 

producers are left untouched by the Fair Trade initiative. In Tanzania, Parish et al (2005) compared 

the impact of Fair Trade and Technoserve, asking which initiative was most effective, “fair trade or 

free trade?” The key in both is that they are market interventions. Fair Trade is about conscious 

consumers, deciding to pay a premium to producers (www.fairtrade.net). Technoserve, however, 

is an international non-profit development organization committed to building and supporting 

value adding businesses in developing countries that will directly benefit the rural poor through 

job creation and access to markets (www.technoserve.org). Parish et al found that both 

approaches were able to yield valuable outcomes, although at different levels. Fair Trade was 

mostly successful at organizational level and in facilitating a stronger industry connectedness, 

while Technoserve also were successful at organizational level, but just as much at farmer level. 

What is essential to both ideas is that they are driven and restricted by volunteerism. The ideal 

could therefore be to find something which has the conceptual capacity to scale up, while 

entailing both the benefits of Fair Trade and the free trade. In suggestion, the direct trade model, 

representing more simple market based principles, will be introduced in the following. 

3.5 The introduction of the direct trade model within specialty coffee 

As already mentioned, ethical trade standards overlook critical aspects of business practice and 

their consequences from the farmers’ perspective. Ultimately the success of ethical trade depends 

on accurately identifying and addressing the well-being of those in developing countries (Blowfield 

http://www.fairtrade.net/
http://www.fairtrade.net/
http://www.technoserve.org/
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2004). The direct trade model potentially entails the ability to address this cultural and ideational 

challenge within ethical trade. “Direct trade” is a term most often used by coffee roasters, who 

buy straight from the farmer, removing the traditional middlemen and some of the 

abovementioned certification schemes. Originally, the model was made public by Geoff Watts and 

Intelligentsia Coffee in 2003 as an improvement to certifications like Fair Trade and SMBC Bird 

Friendly (Meehan, NY Times, 12.9.2007). Proponents argue that the direct trade model is the best, 

because it builds mutually beneficial and respectful relationships with individual producers or 

cooperatives in the producing countries (www.ethicalcoffee.net). In effect, direct trade stands in 

strong contrast to the model of the general coffee in which larger transnational corporations buy 

untraceable coffee through brokers at the lowest price the commodity market can dictate 

(Meehan, NY Times, 12.9.2007).  

Although many of the preceding certification schemes are concerned about economic, social and 

environmental issues, they have failed to deliver consistent quality. Many roasters adapt to direct 

trade because they have been dissatisfied with this. As a result, these roasters want to have more 

control over aspects ranging from the quality of the coffee, to social issues, or environmental 

concerns (www.ethicalcoffee.net). In effect, proponents of the model believe it is far superior in 

creating a sustainable business to the producer as well as the roaster. The guideline is economic 

sustainability. Interestingly within this context, ICO does not yet recognize Direct Trade among the 

other sustainability initiatives (www.ico.org). Whether this is an intentional delimitation or simply 

because entrepreneurs in direct trade does not focus on spreading the merits of the model 

remains unclear.  

In many ways small roasters, who adapt to the direct trade model build upon the foundation laid 

by larger companies like Starbucks, which went outside the commodity system to find great coffee 

(Meehan, NY Times, 12.09.2007). The only problem is that companies like Starbucks are too big to 

adopt a direct trade model and check every bean. In exemplification, Starbucks bought more than 

300 million pounds of coffee in 2006, while Intelligentsia as the biggest roaster in direct trade 

purchased 2 million pounds (Meehan, NY Times, 12.09.2007). 

http://www.ethicalcoffee.net/
http://www.ethicalcoffee.net/
http://www.ico.org/
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3.6 Defining the direct trade model and specialty coffee 

For further purposes the terms “direct trade” and “specialty coffee” will be defined in the 

following two sections. 

3.6.1 Direct trade 

In many ways the label “direct trade” is imprecise to the business model. It was first made public 

by Geoff Watts and Intelligentsia Coffee in 2003 (appendix 1), and has since then been adopted in 

different ways by a growing number of companies within specialty coffee. It is a term used by 

coffee roasters who buy straight from the farmer, cutting out both the middlemen and most often 

also the organizations that control certifications. To adopters it is considered superior, because 

the model builds mutually valuable and respectful relationships with farmers in the producing 

countries (www.ethicalcoffee.net). However, there are no exact requirements or an overall third-

party certification scheme, apart from a number of minimum standards broadly recognized among 

the majority of adopters. These general standards are most often centered on environmental 

considerations (sustainable production), social fairness (i.e. minimum prices above Fair Trade) and 

frequent communication (a minimum amount of visits). Consequently, many variations and 

definitions exist within the model, most often reflected by differences between the individual 

roasters’ level of involvement. In general, this represents one of the key challenges to the model 

and how it is to be defined. 

From the webpage of Intelligentsia, their model is about “truly dazzling specialty coffees”, 

“working closely”, “a true collaboration”, “human effort” and “individual recognition” 

(www.intelligentsia.com). It is in other words not sufficient to “trade directly” by cutting out the 

middlemen and buying straight from the farmer. It is about being face to face, sharing opinions 

and working together to elevate resources, creating superior quality. Inspired by EthicalCoffee.net, 

Intelligentsia and the other cases in this paper, the broad understanding of direct trade in this 

paper is shown below:  

http://www.ethicalcoffee.net/
http://www.intelligentsia.com/
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Figure 3: Defining the direct trade model. 

3.6.2 Specialty coffee 

There are two principal tree varieties in coffee, which give the beans some very different 

characteristics (Gilbert 2008). These are Robusta and Arabica. The former, which is grown at low 

altitudes and have fewer flavors but greater strength is not considered high quality. On the 

contrary, Arabica, which is grown at higher altitudes and often on volcanic soils, can potentially 

yield a better quality, sometimes making it “specialty coffee”. Erna Knutsen, at an international 

coffee conference in Montreuil, France, 1978, defined “specialty coffee” in a descriptive way, 

acknowledging the fundamental premise that specialty coffee beans would always be well 

prepared, freshly roasted, and properly brewed: “(specialty coffees are…) special geographic 

microclimates produce beans with unique flavor profiles.” (www.scaa.org). The SCAA has set some 

general quality standards to promote such specialty coffee throughout the supply chain. Specialty 

coffee must have a limited amount of defects and certain moisture content, in the end, achieving 

a “cup evaluation” with a score above 80 points (out of 100) (www.scaa.org). Without moving into 

the entire process, this paper will follow these SCAA quality standards to define specialty coffee. 

http://www.scaa.org/
http://www.scaa.org/
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4 Designing the analytical framework 

The purpose of this chapter is to build and present an analytical framework with a number of 

propositions about the advantages and conditions of the direct trade model. These will originate 

from the perspectives of global value chain analysis (GVC), transaction cost economics (TCE) and 

the resource based view (RBV), and set the scene for the case analyses and overall response to the 

research question. 

4.1 Global value chain analysis - governance 

The purpose of the following two sections is firstly to review GVC analysis and apply power 

asymmetry to the analytical framework. Secondly, initial propositions about the advantages and 

conditions of the direct trade model are created around this concept.  

4.1.1 Building the framework – power asymmetry 

GVC analysis is concerned about governance of value chains and how certain types of governance 

influence upgrading possibilities in the chain. The governance of GVCs therefore matter from the 

producer’s perspective, because value chain integration can be a fast track to upgrading 

(Humphrey and Schmitz 2002). There are according to Humphrey and Schmitz (2002) four types of 

upgrading: product, process, intra-chain (backward/forward within chain) and inter-chain 

(between chains). Within the GVC thinking, Gereffi et al (2005) identifies three variables that play 

a large role in determining how GVCs are governed and change. These are complexity of 

transactions, ability to codify transactions and supplier capabilities. In his theory, five types of GVC 

governance are then presented. Rooted in levels of power asymmetry and explicit coordination, 

these are Market, Modular, Relational, Captive and Hierarchy. Each of these governance types 

provides a different trade-off between the pros and cons of outsourcing. A general observation is 

that when supplier capabilities increase, GVCs move away from hierarchy and captive governance 

towards relational, modular and market.  

Value chain governance in the sense of coordination and control is not restricted to ownership. It 

also entails the influence a company can have over other members of the chain from afar. In 

exemplification, Humphrey and Schmitz (2002) mention Tesco, the global grocery and 

merchandise retailer, exerting such power. Tesco only takes ownership of the product at arrival, 
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but this does not prevent them from influencing what happens earlier in the chain. Lead firms like 

Tesco are predominantly located in developed countries and play a significant role in specifying 

what is to be produced, how and by whom, also known as “driving” the chain (Gerefii et al 2001).  

However, some critics have noticed that the expanding role of key suppliers require a new sort of 

thinking in GVC governance, moving away from the fairly un-nuanced notion of driving towards 

one of “parameter setting“ (Gibbon 2003). There has in other words been a move away from lead 

firms, dictating production. Gereffi et al (2005) acknowledge that whether chains are governed in 

one way or another depends not on the lead firm, but on the complexity of the information that 

has to be shared and on supply base capabilities. The challenge today is that GVC thinking is overly 

analytical, not empirical. Gereffi et al (2001) therefore recognize a need for a well defined 

theoretical framework, which can encompass the growing number of different case studies. 

However, the problem is that the more cases that are included the more complex it becomes. In a 

similar vein, Ponte and Gibbon (2005) argue that Gereffi overlook the fact that market, modular 

and relational forms of coordination may exist at different links in the same value chain. In effect, 

complications rise further, making GVC analysis inflexible to the dynamic complexity of business 

relationships. Nonetheless, the point of departure when dealing wither relationships in this paper 

is GVC thinking about governance, most importantly the differences in power asymmetry, which is 

seen between the various forms of governance. The analytical framework will eventually be 

broadened by the inclusion of TCE and the RBV. 

4.1.2 Proposing advantages and conditions of the direct trade model  

According to Ponte and Gibbon (2005), GVCs in coffee are becoming gradually more buyer-driven, 

since lead firms have been successful in transforming complex quality information into broad 

standards and codification and certification procedures. Specific to the mainstream coffee market, 

roasters have maintained a dominant position through effective management of the flow of 

information, releasing limited knowledge to clients (Ponte and Gibbon 2005). Many commodity 

GVCs have experienced such growing power asymmetry between the fragmentation at the 

producing end of the chains and the concentration at the buying end, leaving trading and roasting 

TNCs to govern the value chain of coffee (Kaplinsky 2004). In effect, the GVC of coffee has, since 

the abandonment of economically active coffee agreements, showed many of the characteristics 

of a “buyer-driven” chain, more specifically a “roaster-driven” chain (Ponte 2004). From a GVC 
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perspective, the general coffee industry is consequently nearby “market” governance. Most coffee 

is traded as a commodity, in effect, communication is inexplicit and the product has low asset 

specificity (low differentiation), and is therefore relatively easy to codify. However, power 

asymmetry is often reported as high and supplier capabilities low, which resembles “captive” 

governance. From the perspective of GVC analysis, the general coffee industry is accordingly a 

mixture of captive and market governance. Ethical sourcing (or sustainable coffee), however, 

represents a model within the coffee industry that challenge this relation, most importantly that 

the influence of small producers should be considered marginal (Blowfield (2004).  

The central threat to trading and roasting TNCs in coffee, and their governance of GVCs, comes 

from the new ideas and changing conventions of quality from the “specialty” industry (Ponte and 

Gibbon 2005). Specialty coffee is unlike mainstream coffee emphasizing that the producer is an 

artisan. Loyalty, repeated interactions and uniqueness is at the centre, not necessarily productivity 

and standard-setting (Ponte and Gibbon 2005). The direct trade model, with its focus on specialty 

coffee, represents an approach which promotes the producer as an equal participant – as an 

“artisan”. Contrary to the general coffee industry, the direct trade model therefore resembles 

“relational” governance. This implies that power asymmetry is low in the sense of more frequent 

communication and mutual dependence, which enables a more stable and flexible relationship. 

Furthermore, asset specificity is high, segmenting the coffee as a differentiated product. 

Coordination is correspondingly explicit, necessitating more resources (time and money). Finally, 

supplier capabilities will increase if they are not already high. In effect, propositions Pa1 (adv.) and 

Pc1 (cond.) are presented from governance and the low level of power asymmetry: 

 

Figure 4: Proposition Pa1: Stability and flexibility. Proposition Pc1: Treating the producer as an equal participant through close 

relationships is the initial condition for success with the direct trade model. 

However, focus on power asymmetry from GVC analysis is not enough to describe and analyze the 

essence of the direct trade model. This paper therefore expands its analytical framework by the 

inclusion of TCE and the RBV in the following.  
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4.2 Transaction costs economics – cost efficiency 

The purpose of the following two sections is firstly to review TCE and apply a cost efficiency 

perspective to the analytical framework. Secondly, propositions about the advantages and 

conditions of the direct trade model are created around this concept of transaction costs.  

4.2.1 Building the framework – transaction costs 

Hennart (1991) argues that TCE constitutes a general theory of economic organization which can 

explain the choice between hierarchical coordination and other forms of organization. When the 

environment is uncertain, vertical integration will be desirable to reduce opportunism, because it 

transforms one of the parties into an employee of the other. Consolidating all firms into an MNC 

eliminates cheating but it also raises management costs. The main hypothesis in TCE is the 

existence of transactional market failures. Markets experience natural imperfections because the 

inherent neoclassical assumptions of perfect knowledge and perfect enforcement cannot be 

realized, and MNCs are suitable institutions to exploit these imperfections (Hennart 1991). 

According to Peng and York (2001), the ideal scenario is one in which the company encounters the 

lowest transaction costs overall, that is (a) search costs related to market research; (b) negotiation 

costs attributable to gaps in language, culture and industry norms; and (c) monitoring and 

enforcement costs from quality assurance and limitation of opportunism. The inclusion TCE is in 

other words made to analyze the existence of the direct trade model from a cost perspective. 

4.2.2 Proposing advantages and conditions of the direct trade model 

Decreasing costs of communication from advances in technology and infrastructure and the fast 

flow of information has lowered transaction costs in bargaining, monitoring and especially 

searching. The abovementioned natural imperfections of market failures have subsequently 

decreased significantly in recent years of globalization. Although perfect knowledge and 

enforcement will most likely never happen, the gap has gotten smaller. These developments can 

to some extent elucidate the existence of the direct trade model within specialty coffee. In 

exemplification, Internet auctions and direct buys have lowered, while not excluded, the role of 

intermediaries, which formerly found a business case in lowering the cost of transaction (Fromm 

and Dubón 2006). In another example, many new marketing practices, like personal marketing in 

direct trade, have been enabled by technological advances and the availability of new exchange 
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forums such as the Internet (Bhattacharya and Bolton 2000). In effect, adopters of the direct trade 

model have experienced a two-legged parallel cost development. On one hand, decreasing costs 

of transactions through the ease of communication has made international business more cost 

efficient. On the other, the move from commodity to differentiation, among others due to similar 

developments with the fast flow of information, has in comparison to standardized wholesale 

increased especially upstream costs. In other words, the direct trade model might initially have 

been facilitated by decreasing transactional costs at a global scale, but overall the absolute costs 

of the model has increased, since it requires close maintenance of relationships and searching for 

the best cup of coffee never ends. In effect, the move from commodity to differentiated products 

has made transaction costs as well advantages higher: 

 

Figure 5: The move from commodity to differentiated products. Source: own creation. 

The main disadvantage with the direct trade model from a TCE perspective would subsequently 

become the increase in expenditures. In theory, TCE might even argue that roasters should 

consider vertical integration in the sense of full or joint ownership of producers. A more simple 

solution of governance, especially in situations of significant asset specificity like with specialty 

coffee, could also be intensive monitoring (Williamson, 2005). However, the key insight to the 

direct trade model is that the quality of the end product, and not so much cost efficiency, is the 

key component, since high quality offers the advantage of significant price rewards. Thus, 

governance in the direct trade model is different. It is not about limiting opportunism so much as 

it is about the exchange and management of resources. Costs in monitoring and negotiation do 

not have the same negative connotations they sometimes provoke in TCE and should be regarded 

in a relative sense, not absolute. In fact, getting to know the partners (negotiation costs), finding 

the best possible partner/coffee (search costs) and securing quality (monitoring and enforcement) 

are considered important strategic elements in the direct trade model. In example, costs in 

monitoring should be understood as an act of partnership rather than avoidance of opportunism, 

although it might have the same effect. In effect, TCE cannot by itself explain the existence of the 

direct trade model in specialty coffee. Within specialty coffee, at least, a stronger focus must be 
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assigned to advantages rather than costs. In exemplification, the firm is according to Kogut and 

Zander (2003) – and the Knowledge Based View - not only about efficiency by reducing 

transactional costs, but more about being efficient in creating value.  Finally, propositions Pa2 

(adv.) and Pc2 (cond.) are presented from a TCE perspective: 

 

Figure 6: Proposition Pa2: Significant price rewards in high quality coffee. Proposition Pc2: A willingness to increase costs is an 

important strategic condition to achieve trustworthy relationships about quality in the direct trade model. 

Acknowledging the importance of quality and the exchange and management of resources in the 

direct trade model, we move away from costs in the following, adding the RBV and a concept of 

differentiation as the final construct to the analytical framework. 

4.3 The resource based view – sustainable competitive advantages 

The purpose of the following two sections is firstly to review the RBV and apply a resource 

efficiency perspective to the analytical framework. Secondly, propositions about the advantages 

and conditions of the direct trade model are created around a concept of differentiation. 

4.3.1 Building the framework – differentiation 

The RBV share with Kogut and Zander (2003) the belief that firms are not only about efficiency by 

reducing transactional costs, but more about being efficient in creating value, also known as 

sustainable competitive advantages. In consequence, the RBV advocate the relative efficiency in 

creating and sharing knowledge with subsidiaries or partner companies as the focal driver of 

competitive advantage (Barney 1996, 2001). In effect, the RBV is an efficiency minded explanation 

of differences in performance, contrary to GVC analysis, which relies on strategic influences like 

market power (Peteraf and Barney 2003). The focus on efficiency is in other words shared with 

transaction costs economics, but while TCE is concerned with minimization of costs, the RBV is a 

theory about the uniqueness of firm resources and capabilities translated into a differentiated 

product. In other words, the inclusion of the RBV enables the analytical framework to analyze 

efficiency in value creation in the direct trade model. In Barney’s line of thinking (2001), the 

question of sustained competitive advantage thus depends on whether these firm resources and 
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capabilities are valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non substitutable, the VRIN factors. In 

short, competitive advantage derives from firm-specific resources that are scarce and superior 

(Barney, 1991). Further, Alvarez and Busenitz (in Barney et al 2001) argue that the RBV can 

theoretically frame and extend current research on entrepreneurship, since it is through the 

entrepreneurial process of cognition, discovery, understanding market opportunities, and 

coordinated knowledge that products are differentiated. To sum up, firms with superior resources 

can either deliver greater benefits to their customers for a given cost or they can deliver the same 

benefit levels at a lower cost (Peteraf and Barney 2003):  

 

Figure 7: Peteraf and Barney 2003: 316. 

A typical dilemma with the RBV is the methodological challenges, because of the intangibility of 

firm resources and capabilities. You can speculate and assume a correlation, but how much that 

can be directly attributed is difficult to appraise. Furthermore, the notion of sustained competitive 

advantage necessitates longitudinal analysis (Barney et al 2001). In other words, it is a theory that 

requires a certain amount of time before a conclusion is valid, and even then there is uncertainty 

about the direct correlation. Human resources and their influence on competitive sustainable 

advantage is a classic element in this quandary. Although everyone would probably agree that 

human resources are important for most businesses and as such in creating sustainable 

competitive advantages, many organizations are documented not to reflect this belief (Barney and 

Wright 1997). The essential problem lies in the before mentioned dilemma, that the precise 

contribution of human resources is quite difficult to express in economic terms. Various initiatives 
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might increase employee satisfaction, knowledge sharing or production standards, but at the end 

of the day, it is difficult to specify which characteristics caused differentiation. 

4.3.2 Proposing advantages and conditions of the direct trade model 

According to the RBV, the direct trade model exists because it is an efficient way to create unique 

capabilities and as such competitive advantage. The increased significance of relationships can 

therefore be seen as a source of competitive advantage. The direct trade model is concerned 

about the entire value chain and as such puts greater emphasis on upstream elements. It is 

therefore more important to increase supplier capabilities and build relationships to differentiate 

than to control suppliers from afar. Furthermore, taking advantage of opportunities from VRIN 

factors by engaging one-on-one with suppliers is more important than keeping transaction costs 

low. In effect, the direct trade model enables a stronger exchange of knowledge and information 

in the value chain, which means that consumers gain better quality, producers develop their 

capabilities and roasters will be able to strengthen the VRIN factors, essentially selling a more 

differentiated product. In the end, firms with superior resources can, as already mentioned, 

deliver greater benefits to customers for a given cost or they can deliver the same benefit at a 

lower cost (Peteraf and Barney 2003). The direct trade model falls under the first category. It is not 

delivering similar benefits at low cost. On the contrary, benefits as well as costs increase, but in 

the successful partnerships benefits exceed costs, leaving net benefits positive through high 

differentiation. In effect, the final propositions Pa3 (adv.) and Pc3 (cond.) are presented from a 

resource based view and the concept of differentiation: 

 

Figure 8: Proposition Pa3: Skills upgrading and product development. Proposition Pc3: Exchange of knowledge and resources is the 

final condition in the direct trade model to create sustainable competitive advantages. 
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4.4 A three-legged analytical framework 

The purpose of this final section is to present an overview of the analytical framework, which will 

set the scene for the remainder of this paper. The framework is created via the contributions of 

GVC analysis, TCE and the RBV, which were chosen because of their interest in the relations 

between companies: GVC thinking from its focus on power relations between firms; TCE because 

of its center on the choice of internalization and the RBV because of its attention towards the 

mutual creation of sustainable competitive advantages. These areas of interest are all considered 

cornerstones to the analysis of advantages and conditions in the direct trade model. In effect, 

these theoretical perspectives spur a set of propositions about the essential advantages and 

conditions of the direct trade model, which will be addressed in the remainder of this paper:  

New GVC TCE RBV 

Main focus Value chain governance. Choice of internalization: 
cost minimizing vs. risk. 

The creation of sustainable 
competitive advantage. 

Proposed 
advantages 

Stability and flexibility 
(Pa1) 

Significant price rewards in 
high quality coffee (Pa2) 

Skills upgrading and product 
development (Pa3) 

Proposed  
conditions 

Treating the producer as 
an equal participant 
through close relationships 
is the initial condition for 
success with the direct 
trade model (Pc1) 

A willingness to increase 
costs is an important 
strategic condition to 
achieve successful 
relationships (Pc2) 

Exchange of knowledge and 
resources is the final 
condition to create 
sustainable competitive 
advantages (differentiation, 
product development) (Pc3) 

Table 2: Overview: the analytical framework. 

During the process of the analysis in chapter 5 and 6 attention will also be granted to the 

challenges faced by the direct trade model. However, since the initial motivation behind this paper 

is the potential advantages under certain conditions and the consolidation of the direct trade 

model as something new and alternative in ethical coffee sourcing, propositions are centered on 

these. Challenges are nonetheless included through the individual cases due to their strong 

correlation to facilitative conditions. 
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5 Case study analyses 

Despite its young age, the direct trade model is fairly spread. In this paper case companies 

represent four different continents. The sample includes five roasters, one producer, one barista, 

one retailer and one consultancy, although many of these stretch along several positions in the 

value chain. Intelligentsia as the biggest roaster imports 2 mil lbs of coffee pr year, while smaller 

ones, like Copenhagen Roaster imports around 100,000 lbs annually. The respondents in each case 

are typically owners/founders, directors/presidents and they most often take the job as green 

coffee buyers. For an overview of the entire sample see 2.4 data collection. 

5.1 Case 1: Intelligentsia Coffee 

The following case is presented from website 

information (www.intelligentsiacoffee.com) and the 

interview conducted with Geoff Watts, Vice President, 

green coffee buyer, co-founder and owner, 

Intelligentsia Coffee (Appendix 1). After the 

presentation, this case will reflect upon advantages, 

challenges and facilitative conditions, and eventually 

be analyzed within the analytical framework. 

5.1.1 Case presentation 

Intelligentsia began its business in 1995. From 1997 to 2001 the roaster was among the first 

members of Fair Trade USA. The company adapted to the fairtrade movement, because many of 

the goals, especially ethical ones, were close to Intelligentsia. Further, many roasters at this time 

wanted more information on farm conditions and production systems, and Fair Trade was 

considered able to provide this as a third-party organization. The problem was that roasters never 

travelled to the farms. Instead, limited contact with producers happened through emails. 

Consequently, Geoff Watts started travelling in year 2000, and he soon realized from interaction 

with farmers that a different model was needed. With Intelligentsia’s focus on top end quality, 

they had to go out and find qualified producers themselves. In effect, Intelligentsias current 

sourcing model was first introduced in 2001.  

http://www.intelligentsiacoffee.com/
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It was only in 2003 that Intelligentsia started labeling this model as direct trade. Intelligentsia was 

at this time the first coffee roaster, which publicly talked about the model and defined its business 

as direct trade. In effect, Geoff Watts is known as the one who popularized the term “direct trade” 

(Meehan, NY Times, 12.9.2007). From 2003 the model really began its growth among roasters, 

especially among friends, partners and collaborators of Intelligentsia Coffee and Geoff Watts. The 

essential birth of the model was the recurring interaction among these coffee aficionados about 

the frustrations with sourcing specialty coffee. In Geoff Watts’ understanding, the model was 

attractive to roasters for two reasons. Some liked the approach because of the way it tackled 

sourcing challenges within specialty coffee, while others considered it a reasonable alternative to 

other certifications. Today, Intelligentsia with its 240 employees imports around 2 million pounds 

of coffee. In perspective, Starbucks annually buys more than 300 million pounds of coffee pr year 

(Meehan, NY Times, 12.9.2007). 

5.1.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

The essence of Intelligentsia is coffee quality, and to get such coffee it is recognized that you have 

to work closely with producers. To Intelligentsia their coffee is a “true collaboration” in which both 

parties invest a great deal of time, energy and ideas. In effect, human effort is the most critical 

factor to succeed. According to Geoff Watts, the roaster should acknowledge and adapt to the 

different contexts when it comes to the farm, culture, climate, currency and infrastructure. From 

his experience, farm profitability differs unfairly with standard pricing. Intelligentsia therefore use 

a different valuation system contrary to the commodity valuation of coffee based on the state of 

the market and standardized calculations, like Fair Trade. The direct trade model developed by 

Intelligentsia valuates coffee on quality but also the context-specific costs of production. Further, 

Geoff Watts recognize that it became easier to apply this model once Intelligentsia grew in size. At 

first, the volume was too small, while today Intelligentsia is able to purchase the majority of the 

individual farmer’s harvest. This is an important strategic condition when the farmer is deciding 

whether to increase his investments to raise quality.  

Making coffee better cannot be done simply from changing processes to the more efficient; at 

least it is not the key component, according to Geoff Watts. There are numerous additional costs 

involved, in particular labor. Investments in infrastructure, fermentation, drying systems and soil 
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management add to the list, and these are investments that cannot be exempt. Similar to Fair 

Trade, Intelligentsia pay a minimum price, although at least 25 % higher. Most importantly this 

price is based on a sustainability valuation. This means that the price Intelligentsia pay is intended 

to account for necessary additional costs. In a similar vein, Intelligentsia has set tiers that build 

upon the minimum price to incentivize the producer, so that better quality, and the necessary 

increase in costs, is rewarded with a consistent price increase. 

The main challenge to Intelligentsia is also the strict quality standard. Coffee is very difficult to 

replace, so when things go wrong Intelligentsia has occasionally experienced what Geoff Watts call 

a “tricky scenario.” An example with weather conditions from Honduras in 2006 is mentioned. 

Intelligentsia had been buying coffee there for some years. The harvest had improved every time, 

but one year it failed because of some unusual weather conditions. Instead of pulling out, 

Intelligentsia decided to purchase the damaged coffee beans at the agreed upon price to follow its 

sustainability valuation, so that the farmer could maintain investments and grow his usual quality 

next year. Intelligentsia eventually sold the harvest to another roaster at loss. This isolated 

incident is clearly a financial challenge to Intelligentsia, at least in the short term, but as Geoff 

Watts say, the goal is 10-20 years, so to Intelligentsia it was an investment in the future. He 

further highlights that such challenges are something the direct trade model can deal with 

because of the close relationship between farmer and roaster. 

Another challenge when maintaining producer sustainability, focusing on the cost of production, is 

the exchange rate fluctuations between USD and local currencies. Intelligentsia typically agrees on 

a certain price for the coffee well before it is actually harvested. This means that the two main 

variables – quality and cost of production – are unknown at this stage, and coffee is produced 

from costs in local currency, while it is sold in USD. In this context, Geoff Watts mentions a 

situation in Columbia, where the local currency (peso) increased significantly in value compared to 

USD from the beginning of the year to around harvest time. At the beginning 1 USD was 

equivalent to 2100 pesos, while at harvest time you only got 1800 pesos for 1 USD. Normally, the 

producer would then have to swallow a loss, since the dollars received no longer had the same 

value in pesos, but Intelligentsia were able to adjust the price in recognition that the producers 

ability to maintain a gross profit – be sustainable - was most important in the long term.  
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Building stable relationships with specific producers is therefore at the centre of Intelligentsia’s 

direct trade model. Furthermore, they acknowledge that building these require time and 

consistency before a sense of mutual trust will exist. According to Geoff Watts, it typically takes 

three years to build a solid foundation for the relationship to grow from and become more 

reliable, but even then partnerships can fail. Intelligentsia had a partnership with some local 

farmers and their Fair Trade coop in Nicaragua. The problem was that the local producers and 

their coop did not understand that Intelligentsia treated some beans as superior to others. This 

created disharmony. Intelligentsia wanted to separate the good farmers from the less good, but 

instead all coffee was simply treated as a cash crop. As a result, coffee in the area was grouped 

together, in the end, having great coffee mixed with low quality coffee. Intelligentsia thought that 

rewarding the better coffee would motivate upgrading. Instead, it was perceived as a special 

treatment, which created a sense of jealousy. In retrospect, Geoff Watts conclude that 

Intelligentsia’s focus on high-end coffee does not fit very well with the general idea of Fair Trade in 

which everyone should produce average coffee and receive the same price. From this experience, 

he further concludes that the direct trade model used by Intelligentsia works best with smaller 

partners. 

When asked about the future of the term “direct trade”, Geoff Watts is not too concerned. He 

expects that it will develop into something new. He further highlights that the name, although it 

has grown significantly as a label, was not essential to Intelligentsia. It was, however, crucial to 

their customers, who needed a symbol of the approach to coffee buying to give them a sort of 

assurance. In reality, Geoff Watts recognize that to give a real explanation of the model cannot be 

done in a few catchy words. The problem, if any, is therefore that the name does not describe the 

essential nature of the model, which would be something like close long-term partnerships.  

Intelligentsia Coffee Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (C), competent 

quality sourcing model (RP), 
flexible valuation system (RP), 
effort is rewarded (P), higher 
rents (P), fast response to 
challenges (RP), long term 
assurance (P), long-term 
sustainability (P) 

Increasing costs (RP), 
sustainability approach a 
financial challenge (R), 
exchange rate fluctuations 
(RP), rewards sometimes 
perceived as unfair and 
exclusive (P), the term “direct 
trade” is imprecise (CRP) 

Willingness to adapt local context, 
work closely with farms, building 
trustful relationships, long-term 
thinking, consistency, human effort, 
increasing investments, preferably 
smaller farms, roaster volume 
preferably not too small 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 4: Overview: Intelligentsia Coffee – advantages, challenges and conditions. 
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5.1.3 Case analysis 

One of the primary conditions in Intelligentsias direct trade model is to work closely with farmers 

and create trustful relationships. Human effort is perceived to be a key condition in the creation of 

specialty coffee, making the farmer an equal partner in the value chain. All things equal, this 

implies that Intelligentsia has moved away from the general coffee industry towards low power 

asymmetry. Although most people would consider this positive to the farmers in question, it is not 

always received positively by larger communities that adapt to more standardized valuation 

systems. The move towards low power asymmetry in the sense that some farmers are singled out 

therefore entails a double-edged connotation of advantages and challenges. On one hand, it is an 

obvious advantage that selected farmers gain access to knowledge, upgrading and eventually a 

better price. On the other, the farmers which adapt to a more standardized valuation system, 

treating coffee as a commodity, are left untouched by the direct trade model. There is in other 

words a relevant limit to the spread of the direct trade model in facilitation of local development, 

which makes it inaccurate to perceive it as a one-size-fits-all approach.  

The development of the direct trade model, starting with Geoff Watts’ travelling is among others 

facilitated by the decreasing costs of communication, the fast flow of information and not least 

the corresponding lowering of cultural barriers between partners from globalization. In effect, the 

immediate costs of transactions have come down, making it easier and less costly for Intelligentsia 

to go out and find the coffee producers of interest (search) and to meet with them and establish 

the necessary relationships required by the direct trade model (monitoring and bargaining). At the 

same time, the model in itself put a significant financial pressure on Intelligentsia. Even though the 

term “direct trade” could essentially mean to cut out middlemen in order to cut costs, 

Intelligentsia’s direct trade model is not about saving money. Although, the cost side of things is 

an important challenge, higher transaction costs as well as productions cost are accepted to be 

high. Increasing investments and personal involvement are considered essential conditions to 

achieve a sense of mutual trust and also to incentivize farmers into upgrading their quality. There 

has in other words been a move away from treating coffee as a commodity into one, where coffee 

is recognized as a costly and differentiated product. 
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The final and possibly most important condition to Intelligentsia is the creation of differnretiated 

quality coffee. Intelligentsia’s direct trade model can facilitate this. Firstly, it can from close 

relationships develop better quality from skills upgrading and more flexibility. Secondly, 

Intelligentsia understands the need to increase investments both in time and money to achieve a 

satisfactory quality. Consequently, the direct trade model of Intelligentsia can be seen as an 

efficient approach to mobilize resources to create sustainable competitive advantages through 

product development and differentiated coffee. In the words of Peteraf and Barney (see 4.3. 

resource based view), Intelligentsia is from the creation of superior resources through their direct 

trade model able to deliver greater benefits to their customers at a given cost. Intelligentsia’s 

focus on quality has in other words moved focus away from the general coffee industry towards 

high differentiation. As indicated the advantage is the ability to offer customers a product with 

greater benefits. 

5.2 Case 2: Counter Culture Coffee 

The following case is presented from website 

information (www.counterculturecoffee.com) and 

the interview conducted with Kim Bullock, coffee 

buyer and sustainability manager, Counter Culture 

Coffee (Appendix 2). Kim was responsible for the 

development of Counter Culture’s Direct Trade 

Certification in 2007/2008. After the presentation, 

this case will reflect upon advantages, challenges 

and facilitative conditions, and eventually be 

analyzed within the analytical framework. 

5.2.1 Case presentation 

Founded in 1995, Counter Culture Coffee is one the leading roasters within direct trade and 

specialty coffee. Focused on sustainability and supply chain transparency to achieve superior 

quality, Counter Culture has officially been committed to direct trade since 2007, where the 

company launched its own certification standards. However, the sourcing strategy and values 

behind were in existence years before the labeling. The key reason why Counter Culture began 

http://www.counterculturecoffee.com/
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certifying their coffee was according to Kim Bullock to create measurable standards for clients that 

were unsure about the credibility of Counter Culture values. Today, the roaster has 45 employees 

and imports approximately 700.000 pounds of certified direct trade coffee, which amounts to 60-

70 percent of their entire import. 

5.2.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

According to Counter Culture, the massive influx of sustainability initiatives and certifications 

within quality coffee has become overly confusing, making it difficult to separate one brand from 

the other. That is why Counter Culture has established its own model, Counter Culture Direct 

Trade Certification, focused on standards and clarity. It is intended to be a clear set of quality-

driven principles to sustainable coffee. The standards are based on four branches: personal and 

direct communication (minimum two visits pr year), fair and sustainable prices (floor prices above 

Fair Trade and quality premiums), exceptional quality (at least 85 on the 100 point scale) and 100 

percent transparency (all information is made public). In effect, trust building is the groundwork 

for long-term, mutually supportive relationships which improves quality and ecological 

responsibility. In addition, Counter Culture annually publishes their own transparency report, 

which covers each of their direct trade partnerships. Finally, compliance with the standards is 

third-party certified by Quality Certification Services (www.qcsinfo.org).  

According to Kim Bullock, the most important conditions and biggest challenges with direct trade 

are interlinked. Openness about information on price and quality is the key to all parts, and as 

such ensuring transparency is the biggest challenge to Counter Culture. When such information 

sharing about direct trade partnerships is delivered all other pieces of the business falls into place, 

Kim Bullock says. Counter Culture presents an annual transparency report with a full overview of 

visits, cupping scores etc. to secure complete transparency. Communication and strong 

relationships is what Counter Culture’s sourcing strategy is about. Travelling, phone calls, emailing 

and all other forms of communication are therefore key elements to give feedback and in general 

to spread information internally as well as externally, so that strategies, values, quality controls, 

project developments and challenges are shared. As part of this, quality control is an important 

element. Finally, Counter Culture’s direct trade model with its focus on relationship building 

requires a long term strategic mindset.  

http://www.qcsinfo.org/
http://(www.qcsinfo.org/
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When asked about the future of direct trade, Kim Bullock remains hesitant. She is unsure whether 

the model can become as strong a brand as Fair Trade or Organic, because it is less rigorous in its 

current form. As already mentioned, the general belief at Counter Culture is that too many 

initiatives make it hard for consumers to recognize one brand from another. Standards and 

codifications are therefore considered essential to Counter Culture if the model is to grow 

successfully. Otherwise, there is a risk of fatigue among consumers, who wants to feel good but 

only ask few questions about the products they acquire. 

Counter Culture Coffee Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (C), 

ecological responsibility (CRP), 
fast flow of information (RP), 
measurable standards (CRP), 
fair and sustainable (CRP), 
mutual trust (RP) 

Massive influx of initiatives 
undermine credibility (CRP), 
lack of general transparency 
(CRP),  less rigorous (CRP), 
brand exhaustion (C) 

Third-party certification, 
openness, information sharing, 
long term mindset, sustainability, 
transparency, trust building, in 
person relationships, 
communication, standards 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 6: Overview: Counter Culture Coffee – advantages, challenges and conditions. 

5.2.3 Case analysis 

Power asymmetry is indisputably low in Counter Culture’s direct trade model. Personal 

relationships, direct communication, openness and information sharing are central conditions for 

Counter Culture, and as such their model indicates a move away from the general governance in 

the coffee industry towards regarding the producer as an equal participant. The advantages from 

this move are the creation mutual trust and the ability to share and react fast to new information. 

In the end, Counter Culture as the roaster achieves a stronger and more stable product, while the 

farmers are able to upgrade themselves, think long term and realize a higher rent on their 

production. 

Although it is possible to say that Counter Culture’s direct trade model is facilitated by the global 

decrease in costs of transaction, it seems that it is not so much the cost side of things that has 

triggered the model in the case of Counter Culture. Instead, globalization and the fast flow of 

information has created a high level of public scrutiny and at the same time confusion among 

consumers, which made it a natural move for Counter Culture to certify themselves as direct 

trade, “putting values into measurable standards”, as Kim Bullock says. Today, it seems this 

external pressure has even become an internal asset within their model, because employees have 

become more conscious of what they do and why they do it.  
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As a consequence of external scrutiny, the most important challenge and condition to Counter 

Culture is the creation of transparency, which does not make the model less expensive. On the 

contrary, it requires many resources from communication, travelling, quality control, information 

sharing and even minimization of carbon footprints. In effect, the costs of maintaining Counter 

Culture’s direct trade model have increased, but as Kim Bullock says all strategic elements are 

interconnected with and dependent on transparency, which makes it a critical investment. This 

focus on transparency indicates a move away from treating coffee as an untraceable commodity. 

Instead, coffee is understood as a publicly scrutinized product, which makes it necessary to 

facilitate close and sustainable relationships with producers. 

The most important condition to Counter Culture is beyond doubt the creation of quality, but it is 

just as much the recognition of this quality and the routes to its creation. In other words, the 

making of high quality coffee, with cupping scores above 85, does not stand alone. It is also about 

satisfying public attention with codifiable standards to limit confusion. In the case of Counter 

Culture, the direct trade model can therefore be seen as an efficient approach to mobilize 

resources and create sustainable competitive advantages, because it is able to create quality 

coffee and at the same time secure transparency to external stakeholders. 

Finally, the implementation of transparent relationships has been incremental to Counter 

Culture’s focus on quality, moving away from low differentiation in the general coffee industry 

towards high differentiation. In the end, the main advantage is Counter Culture’s improved ability 

to offer customers a product with greater benefits, both from heightened quality as well as 

improved information. The main challenge remains to increase transparency further. 

5.3  Case 3: Salt Spring Coffee 

The following case is presented from website 

information (www.saltspringcoffee.com) and the 

interview conducted with Banks Thomas, Director 

of Coffee, Salt Spring Coffee (Appendix 3). Banks 

has 21 years experience as a roaster and buyer of 

coffee. Today, he is responsible for building and 

maintaining relationships with producers. After the 

http://www.saltspringcoffee.com/
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presentation, this case will reflect upon advantages, challenges and facilitative conditions, and 

eventually be analyzed within the analytical framework. 

5.3.1 Case presentation 

Founded by Robbyn Scott and Mickey McLeod, Salt Spring Coffee started in 1996 as a coffee house 

serving organic coffee on Salt Spring Island, Canada. Although the roaster from its beginning 

already was dealing directly with farmers, the company officially decided to move beyond the 

traditional trade relationship (trading with brokers), and established its own model in 2006. Later, 

in 2010, this evolved into the Fair to Farmer Direct program, which is certified by Quality 

Certification Services (www.qcsinfo.org) to verify objectively the company’s claim in regard of the 

program. In the beginning of its existence Salt Spring adapted to Fair Trade, but then realized that 

it was insufficient both as a model and as a way to describe what Salt Spring was doing.  As the 

name of the current program probably indicates, Salt Spring’s direct model is a development from 

Fair Trade. In general, Salt Spring Coffee is concerned that direct trade is missing a governing body 

if it is to grow as a model for the coffee industry. The overall list of certifications at Salt Spring 

Coffee, however, does not fall short with certifications ranging between Fair Trade, organic, 

sustainability, carbon neutrality, green electricity and gas.  

Concerning the Fair to Farmer Direct program, all coffee in the program is certified organic and 

direct trade. In short, the program entails that: coffee is only purchased from certified organic 

farms and co-ops; farmers are paid more than the Fair Trade minimum price; long-term 

purchasing contracts with partners are encouraged; all transactions and purchasing contracts are 

transparent; there is communication with Fair to Farmer Direct communities a minimum of three 

times per year; each Fair to Farmer Direct coffee growing community is visited at least once every 

three years; many of them once a year, and efforts of co-ops to continuously improve upon the 

quality of their coffee is encouraged. Consequently, 80 % of Salt Spring Coffee’s turnover of USD 

10 mil is today direct trade. The 80-man big company only purchases coffee from three countries: 

Nicaragua; Peru and Indonesia. 

5.3.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

According to Banks Thomas, the model of Salt Spring Coffee is sometimes similar to Fair Trade, 

although at a smaller scale. The most important difference is that Salt Spring is there in person. 

http://www.qcsinfo.org/
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The relationship with the farmer is the most important condition to succeed. Having one-on-one 

relationships means that information travels faster and it travels both ways. An example is 

mentioned from Indonesia, where the farmers experienced drought one season. Instead of 

importing coffee elsewhere, Salt Spring traveled down there early on and managed to assist in 

securing the harvest. The direct relationship equally entails that the local farmers who sometimes 

are not aware of the costs of production now become increasingly aware of the margins and 

profits of their business. At the same time, the farmers share ideas with Salt Spring Coffee on how 

to produce. Knowledge exchange is in other words a centerpiece. 

According to Banks Thomas, the most important challenge doing direct trade is the financial 

pressure. In the direct trade model, intermediaries are no longer there to take on the financial risk. 

Instead, Salt Spring has to pay the farmer earlier in the process, making it a cash flow issue. 

Personally, Banks Thomas says he would not mind if intermediaries were reintroduced to minimize 

this burden on roasters. On the other hand, direct trade entails that Salt Spring’s increased travel 

budget is financed by the removal of the importers share, while the transfer fee, which is also 

taken out, goes to the producer as part of the minimum price. As a consequence, intermediaries 

might paradoxically still have a role to play, although the importance of cutting costs to “be there 

in person” is equally essential to the final equation. 

Banks Thomas remains hesitant when asked about the future of direct trade. This is owing to 

another paradox. On one side, he is speculating that the more the direct trade grows as a label, 

the more you will experience opportunistic behavior that undermines downstream credibility. On 

the other side, people are getting tired of all the certifications, because they are too expensive. 

These are otherwise able to limit opportunism. 

Salt Spring Coffee Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (C), stronger 

product/brand (R), deeper integration 
than Fairtrade (CRP), fast flow of 
information (RP), greater access to credit 
(P), enhanced knowledge of value adding 
in the chain (RP) 

Cash flow pressure adds 
financial risk (R), 
opportunism: exploitation 
of labels (CRP), 
certifications are 
expensive (RP) 

Governing/certifying body 
missing, long-term contracts, 
transparency, frequent 
communication, good 
relationships, be there in 
person 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 8: Overview: Salt Spring Coffee – advantages, challenges and conditions. 
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5.3.3 Case analysis 

The direct trade model of Salt Spring Coffee is centered on knowledge exchange. The most 

important condition is therefore having a close relationship with the farmer. Power asymmetry is 

consequently low, and as such their model indicates a move away from the general coffee 

industry. The advantages from this heightened level of knowledge exchange are the creation of 

better quality from upgrading on both sides, and not least it entails an increased capacity to react 

fast when challenges arise. 

Awareness of costs is strong in the case of Salt Spring Coffee. In the context of knowledge 

exchange, it even goes so far that Salt Spring explains profits and margins to farmers. Before 

getting to this point of partnership, there is no doubt that globalization has been able to decrease 

the general costs of transaction. However, the primary condition in Salt Spring’s direct trade 

model, close relationships, equally entails an increasing level of expenditures. Globalization might 

in other words have facilitated the first move by Salt Spring by lowering transaction costs from a 

global efficiency perspective, making it cheaper to search for, monitor and bargain with local 

farmers. Nonetheless, the actual costs of having close partnerships have increased the overall 

expenditures, among others from more travelling and the already mentioned cash flow issue. 

Consequently, it is tightly monitored where expenditures and incomes go. 

The most important condition in Salt Spring’s direct trade model seems to be knowledge exchange 

and the flexibility from being hands-on, which then becomes the main driver in the creation of 

quality coffee. Furthermore, the model in itself has increased the costs and necessary investments 

to facilitate knowledge exchange, flexibility and the general establishment of partnerships, which 

means that significant investments are needed to be successful in creating the best possible 

quality. Consequently, the direct trade model of Salt Spring Coffee can be seen as an efficient, 

although costly, approach to facilitate skills upgrading and create sustainable competitive 

advantages through product development. Salt Spring’s focus on quality through knowledge 

exchange has in other words moved attention towards high differentiation. The main advantage is 

the ability to offer customers a quality product which is socially responsible, while the main 

challenge is that it requires a certain financial strength. 
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5.4 Case 4: ES Coffee 

The following case is presented from website information 

(www.escoffee.com) and www.directrade.org) and the email 

questions answered by Francisco Rendon, Exports Director, ES 

Coffee (Appendix 4). At ES Coffee Francisco is responsible for 

downstream tasks such as sales, logistics, communication and 

general marketing. After the presentation, this case will reflect 

upon advantages, challenges and facilitative conditions, and 

eventually be analyzed within the analytical framework. 

5.4.1 Case presentation 

ES Coffee was founded in 2002 to connect products from the third world with first world 

countries. The primary concerns for the Ecuadorian exporter are quality, working and social 

conditions and environmental sustainability. As an exporter, ES Coffee and their model of direct 

trade is quite different to all other cases in this paper, representing a different part of the value 

chain. ES Coffee is to the farmer a way to commercialize their production and access knowledge. 

The center of ES Coffee is in other words to add value in the country of origin, which is why all 

products are certified under PICO standards (Produced in Country of Origin). According to 

Francisco Rendon, the main responsibility of ES Coffee is to secure the best possible return to the 

producer, a price resembling the quality of the product. In essence, a better price is assured from 

producing roasted coffee, not by selling green beans to international buyers. Today, ES Coffee 

products, which also entail chocolate, handicrafts and music, are available in over 17 countries and 

the company is represented in more than 10. In Ecuador the company employs 60 people. 

To achieve the best possible products, ES Coffee acknowledges that the entire process should be 

sustainable, economically as well environmentally. This necessitates a close collaboration between 

ES Coffee and producers, emphasizing human effort as the critical factor in success. In 

consequence, ES Coffee has created its own direct trade model, labeled ES Direct Trade™ 

(www.directrade.org). This model is centered on a number of standardized criteria: quality must 

be exceptional; the price to the grower or the local coop must be at least five percent above 

regular prices; the farmer must be committed to healthy environmental practices and sustainable 

http://www.escoffee.com/
http://www.directrade.org/
http://www.directrade.org/
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social practices; ES Coffee must visit at least once per harvest season and all trade participants 

must be open to transparent disclosure. The model is further built to be flexible, so that it can 

adapt to the changing needs and conditions of farmers. 

An important feature in the search for a fairer price to producers was the elimination of 

middlemen. Although ES Coffee is also a middleman theoretically, their part in the equation is to 

add value in collaboration with farmers, not by itself. The “eliminated middlemen” in the case of 

ES Coffee would be international roasters and importers and exporters that do not engage with 

producers outside the purchasing element. Organizationally, the model is governed by ES Coffee 

and the producer sales association (ACOPOC). Since ES Coffee is able from its international 

presence to add value by commercializing the product, they are also able to offer a fair and more 

sustainable price to the producers, who in return aspire to ES Coffee criteria. Today, all of ES 

Coffee’s chocolate and coffee is ES Direct Trade™. 

5.4.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

According to Francisco Rendon, transparency is the most important factor to succeed with this 

model. If trust in relationships is compromised by opportunism and other neglects, the producer 

cannot afford to offer specialty coffee, and the exporter, in this case ES Coffee, will also lose from 

missing supply. Further, the main challenge is correlated with the focal point of adding value in the 

country of origin. In the classical coffee supply chain, green beans are purchased unprocessed in 

the country of origin and then roasted in the country of consumption. In this connection, one 

important challenge is that the leading roasters miss the opportunity to add further value 

themselves. Most often these roasters are able to dominate downstream parts of the value chain, 

making the consuming market hesitant towards ES Coffee’s direct trade model. Another challenge 

is the practical fact that coffee should preferably be consumed within a certain amount of days 

after roasting, adding logistical challenges to ES Coffee’s direct trade model, at least in theory. ES 

Coffee’s presence in more than 10 countries therefore has important strategic value, and ES 

Coffee distributors have a reasonably fast offload between 30 and 60 days. In the future, Francisco 

Rendon foresees that a direct trade model, where an exporter collaborates with local producers in 

adding value, can grow and help both small and larger third world companies get a better return. 
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Finally, he concludes that further implementation of contemporary communication technologies is 

necessary in this process. 

ES Coffee Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Connects producers with consuming countries 

(P), Enhanced quality (EP), Value adding gives 
better price (EP), stronger product/brand (EP),   
environmental and sustainable social 
practices, flexibility (CEP) 

Buyer/roaster 
resistance (EP), 
logistics (EP) 

Close collaboration, human 
effort, transparency, trust, 
frequent visits/communication, 
better ways of communication 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 10: Overview: ES Coffee – advantages, challenges and conditions. 

5.4.3 Case analysis 

The case of ES Coffee is clearly different, since here it is actually the domestic exporter and not an 

international roaster, which takes the driving position, yet it remains a direct trade model because 

links are taken out of the chain to add more value at the producing end. Furthermore, since the 

essence of ES Coffee’s direct trade model is to create more upstream value by engaging directly 

with the producer, elevating skills to raise quality and eventually securing a better price, it is not so 

far apart from the previous models in which the international roaster decided to engage closely 

with producers. In effect, the direct trade model of ES Coffee also entails low power asymmetry, 

because it regards the producer as an equal participant, in this case, possibly even higher. In 

addition, one of the primary motivations for ES Coffee was to eliminate price barriers and achieve 

a better price for the producers, which indicates a confrontation with governance in the general 

coffee industry. 

The development of ES Coffee’s direct trade model started in 2005 when CEO Miguel Rendon 

attended the annual Specialty Coffee Association convention in the US. This form of knowledge 

exchange has among others been facilitated by the decreasing costs of transactions, making it 

more accessible and less costly for a company like ES Coffee to go out and debate coffee 

challenges from an Ecuadorian perspective, while attaining further knowledge themselves and to 

establish the necessary downstream relationships for their direct trade model to succeed. This 

possibility, facilitated among others by globalization, has in other words enabled ES Coffee to 

upgrade downstream within the chain (intra-chain) as an exporter and add value to the producers 

upstream. 
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Although costs are important to any businesses, it seems to ES Coffee that strategic elements like 

achievement of transparency, lowering of market barriers and smoothening logistics are higher on 

the agenda. It will undoubtedly require investments when domestic producers and exporters 

decide to upgrade as seen in the case of ES Coffee, but somehow it is indicated that this direct 

trade model is comparatively less expensive to establish, at least it is not highlighted among the 

primary challenges. Nonetheless, to upgrade intra-chain does require many resources from i.e. 

communication, travelling, quality control, information sharing and selling. In effect, the overall 

costs of building and maintaining ES Coffee’s direct trade model have expectedly increased, 

although this seems not to be the primary concern. In general, the model of ES Coffee can be seen 

as a direct confrontation with the more typical governance in the general coffee industry, where 

coffee is treated as an untraceable commodity. Instead, ES Coffee desires to add value locally, 

making it essential to facilitate close and sustainable relationships with producers. 

Furthermore, this implies a strong focus on achieving quality, instead of simply selling coffee as a 

cash crop to foreign importers. Most often this entails selling an Ecuadorian specialty product, 

which is highly differentiated. Much like wine, the specific coffee that ES Coffee sells is only 

processed by them and the farmers they cooperate with. Consequently, the direct trade model of 

ES Coffee can be seen as an efficient approach to create sustainable competitive advantages, and 

not least establish the downstream opportunity for this specialty coffee to achieve the best 

possible price. ES Coffee’s focus on quality from a heightened focus on the farmer has in other 

words moved governance away from low differentiation in the general coffee industry towards 

high differentiation. The advantage is the ability to offer producers the opportunity to sell their 

products at better margins, while the immediate challenge, is to upgrade to a level where such 

quality is achieved.  
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5.5 Case 5: PT’s Coffee Roasting 

The following case is presented from website 

information (www.ptscoffee.com) and the email 

questions answered by Jeff Taylor, co-founder, 

coffee buyer and President, PT’s Coffee Roasting 

(Appendix 5). At PT’s Coffee Roasting, Jeff is 

responsible for direct trade relationships. After the 

presentation, this case will reflect upon advantages, 

challenges and facilitative conditions, and eventually 

be analyzed within the analytical framework. 

5.5.1 Case presentation 

PT’s Coffee Roasting Co saw its first daylight in 1993 as a single coffee shop in the US, and 

eventually started roasting in 1997. Today, the 12 man big company roasts over 100 tons of 

specialty coffee annually. The center of the business is to achieve the best possible high-quality 

coffee. It has therefore been essential to work closely with farmers, exchanging knowledge back 

and forth. Consequently, producers are seen as the key contributor, which is why PT’s believes 

farmers should get the price they deserve. Coffee subsidies are not seen as a suitable alternative 

approach. To PT’s, it is a business on merit, and if merit is recognized it will build up dedication and 

skills. The general equation of PT’s and their farmers is focused on economic, social and 

environmental sustainability. 

Unlike the majority of cases in this paper, PT’s does not exclude middlemen like importers or 

exporters. The condition is an agreement to give the farmers a fair price and act transparently. 

However, PT’s Coffee does believe that high quality coffee and sustainability is most effectively 

achieved when the number of players between the farmer and PT's are minimized, since it allows 

for a stronger communication. Consequently, this is why PT’s business model is direct trade. This 

model, which was started in 2005, is concentrated on a number of criteria: exceptional quality; the 

price to the farmer must exceed commodity prices and/or the Fair Trade price by a minimum 25% 

for any coffee scoring above 88 on the cupping table; the farmer must be committed to economic, 

http://www.ptscoffee.com/
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social and environmental sustainability; PT’s must visit the farm or cooperative at least once per 

harvest and all participants must be open to transparent disclosure of financial deliveries.  

5.5.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

PT’s Coffee’s direct trade model is motivated by an eagerness to find the best coffee, and reward 

the farmer with a fair price for their product. By paying a fair price to the farmer, Jeff Taylor argue 

that a solid foundation and a more reliable supply chain is constructed, and downstream the 

product is sold to customers by telling the farmers’ story. Nonetheless, the direct trade model of 

PT’s Coffee is neither labeled nor registered. The key in their model is the way they do their 

business, and as such more up- than downstream. It is less about the brand “direct trade”, and 

more about a way of doing business. 

Today, PT’s import 4-5 containers of direct trade coffee from 12 different producers in Central and 

South America. The most important thing to Jeff Taylor is to work together and build relationships 

founded on trust and honesty, which takes time. The primary challenge to the model is therefore 

the amount of travelling it requires with an equivalent limit of human resources. For the direct 

trade model in general, Jeff Taylor is not too optimistic. Standards are necessary, but since all 

roasters are independent and different, that can be complicated. Furthermore, the brand is 

undermined by roasters, which do not trade directly as much as others. To him, direct trade is only 

the case when quality and social conditions can be verified by visiting the farmer at least annually. 

PT’s Coffee Roasting Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (C), improved 

communication (RP), knowledge exchange 
(RP), fair price (P), increased skills (RP), 
economic, social and environmental 
sustainability (CRP), more reliable supply 
(R) 

Different levels of direct 
trade undermines the 
model (CRP), requires time 
(RP), a lot of travelling (R) 

Transparency, standards, 
communication, good 
relationships, preferably few 
players, trust and honesty 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 12: Overview: PT’s Coffee Roasting – advantages, challenges and conditions. 

5.5.3 Case analysis 

The acknowledgement of the farmer’s contribution in the value chain is at the center of PT’s 

Coffee Roasting’s direct trade model. In this context, working closely with farmers is an important 

condition. A fair price, building trust and honesty and communicating directly is therefore 

considered important elements in uplifting dedication, skills and eventually quality. In effect, this 
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acknowledging mindset with recognition and low power asymmetry is considered superior to the 

more arms length relations seen in the general coffee industry. 

It might be that PT’s Coffee does not rigidly exclude the participation of middlemen, but to achieve 

high quality through the best possible communication direct trade is arguably most efficient, 

although it requires a lot of travelling. Furthermore, the direct trade model takes the consumer 

closer, since PT’s are able to tell the farmer’s story as a sort of personal marketing. The 

development of PT’s direct trade model is consequently facilitated by the decreasing costs of 

communication, a fast flow of information and not least the corresponding lowering of cultural 

barriers between partners from globalization. In effect, the immediate costs of transactions have 

come down, making it easier and less costly for PT’s Coffee Roasting to go out and find the coffee 

producers of interest and to meet with them and establish the necessary relationships required by 

the model. On the other side, PT’s Coffee recognize that one of their main challenges is the 

increasing pressure on human resources when travelling around the world to establish and 

maintain direct trade relationships. These costs are an unavoidable condition, which implies that 

PT’s direct trade model in itself has seen an increase in the absolute costs of transactions. There 

has in other words been a move away from governance treating coffee as a commodity into one, 

where coffee is recognized as a costly and differentiated product. 

Probably the most important condition to PT’s Coffee Roasting is the creation of quality coffee. 

PT’s direct trade model can from the first two proposed conditions facilitate such creation. Firstly, 

the direct trade model can from close relationships develop better quality from a more direct 

communication. Secondly, PT’s travel more and ties up more human resources as necessary 

strategic investments to achieve a satisfactory quality. Consequently, the direct trade model of 

PT’s Coffee can be seen as an efficient approach to mobilize resources and create sustainable 

competitive advantages not because of a cost efficiency equation, but since they are able to 

deliver greater benefits to their customers at a certain relative cost. PT’s focus on quality has in 

other words moved away from the general coffee industry towards high differentiation. 
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5.6  Case 6: The Coffee Collective 

The following case is presented from website 

information (www.coffeecollective.dk) and the 

interview conducted with Peter Dupont, CEO and 

green coffee buyer, the Coffee Collective (Appendix 

6). Peter used to work at Copenhagen Roaster. Today, 

he is the roast master at the Coffee Collective. After 

the presentation, this case will reflect upon 

advantages, challenges and facilitative conditions, 

and eventually be analyzed within the analytical 

framework. 

5.6.1 Case presentation 

The Coffee Collective began its business in 2007 based on the experience of four entrepreneurs, 

among them, Peter Dupont. Unlike the majority of cases in this paper, the Coffee Collective is not 

merely a roaster. It is indeed a micro-roaster, but it also works as a consulting company within 

specialty coffee in Denmark, and has two coffee bars in central Copenhagen. The main focus is in 

other words downstream, the actual brewing of coffee, also known as the barista process. It is not 

the intention of the Coffee Collective to do wholesale. Instead the Coffee Collective attempts to 

follow the coffee all the way to assure a full appreciation of the product. Today, the 30 man big 

company annually imports around 40 tons of specialty coffee. 

The Coffee Collective, motivated by Intelligentsia, aspired to the ideas of direct trade from the 

beginning, which meant that around half of the first imports were traded directly. Today, all of the 

Coffee Collective’s coffee is direct trade. Based on no more than two criteria (a minimum price at 

least 25 % above Fair Trade and a minimum of at least one farm visit pr year), the micro-roaster 

have registered this approach into the trademark “DirectTrade®” (www.directtrade.dk). In general, 

the initiators of the Coffee Collective believed that too many people within coffee could not 

explain the origin of the coffee they were selling. The main motive was therefore to heighten the 

traceability of specialty coffee, since the people at the Coffee Collective actually do know, and not 

least consider it a cornerstone to their business. Moving into direct trade was also done because 

http://www.coffeecollective.dk/
http://www.directtrade.dk/
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the Coffee Collective believes that contemporary movements like Fair Trade are inefficient in 

securing both social responsibility and quality. Concerning social responsibility, they believe it is 

too difficult for consumers to know whether Fair Trade premiums actually benefit the farmer. 

Concerning coffee quality, the Coffee Collective is worried that Fair Trade does not reward the 

particular farmers who do an extra effort for quality, while it also excludes individual farmers. 

5.6.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

The Coffee Collective typically finds qualified producers through Cup of Excellence, which is an 

annual competition between specialty coffees, where the different coffees are rated and 

eventually sold to the highest bidder (www.cupofexcellence.org).  The main difference in the 

Coffee Collective’s direct trade model, compared to the previous cases, is therefore a preference 

not to be heavily involved in the matters of the local farmers, who they believe are more than 

capable of understanding themselves the value of i.e. social responsibility. With its limited 

resources, Peter Dupont simply believes it would be inefficient to intervene in local matters. At the 

same time, though, Peter Dupont has been frustrated by the discrepancies in perceptions between 

people in the consuming countries and people in the producing world, which according to him is 

too often limited to the exchange of funds and products. As a consequence, the direct trade model 

of the Coffee Collective is focused on equal partnerships in which expertise is shared but not 

enforced, working together to develop a sustainable production and improve coffee quality. 

One of the main challenges experienced by Peter Dupont is the small size of the Coffee Collective, 

which causes logistical difficulties, i.e. one container typically contains 18 to 20 tons of coffee, 

meaning half of the Coffee Collective’s annual import of coffee. Additionally, producers are often, 

due to size restrictions, more interested in working with large roasters, since these are simply able 

to purchase a bigger amount. Furthermore, when cutting out the middlemen, the Coffee Collective 

also experience added cash flow pressure, since ownership begins earlier in the process. In sum, 

Peter Dupont concludes that if you want the best quality it is an incremental condition to increase 

investments, and part of this entails frequent visits between farmers and roasters to establish 

mutually beneficial relationships. 

When asked about the future of the direct trade model, Peter Dupont remains hopeful. The 

primary challenge is according to him the immense amount of definitions and levels of 

http://www.cupofexcellence.org/
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involvement that undermines the credibility of the model. To secure credibility, he suggests that a 

third-party organization could take up the task of administrating standard requirements. On the 

other hand, he is hesitant towards adding too many bureaucratic restrictions, arguing it is not the 

essence of the model. 

Coffee Collective Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (CR), 

enhanced traceability 
(CRP), fair and 
documented price (C) 

Cash flow pressure (RP), small size (R), 
requires many human resources (R), overflow 
of definitions undermines credibility (CRP), 
missing consumer knowledge of brewing (R) 

Increase investments, equality, 
transparency, frequent 
communication, vertical 
involvement not key, annual 
visits 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 14: Overview: The Coffee Collective – advantages, challenges and conditions. 

5.6.3 Case analysis 

The essential difference between the direct trade model of the Coffee Collective and the more 

typical model with an international roaster, like Intelligentsia or Counter Culture, is that the Coffee 

Collective is not involved vertically to the same extent. Firstly, the relevant farmers are found at 

Cup of Excellence events. These farmers do not have the same need to upgrade, since they are 

already able to present a high quality product, and as such the need to acquire upstream 

knowledge elsewhere is comparatively less pronounced. Secondly, the primary focus of the Coffee 

Collective is for a number of reasons; among others because of resource restrictions and a general 

believe that interventions are inefficient, more towards downstream challenges. The producer is 

in other words more than an equal participant, which makes the need for really close relationships 

less apparent. However, it is still about working together and regarding each other as equal 

partners, although the collaboration is not so much about producing the beans as it is about 

appraising and linking the final product. Power asymmetry is consequently low in the direct trade 

model of the Coffee Collective, and as such their model also indicates a move away from the 

general coffee industry.  

The main facilitator for the establishment of partnerships between the Coffee Collective and their 

producers is the Cup of Excellence events, which as part of globalization enables the Coffee 

Collective to decrease the costs of finding these partners and establish long-term relationships. 

However, this does not imply that the absolute costs in the direct trade model of the Coffee 

Collective have gone down. On the contrary, it is very important that general investments are 

increased to assure the best possible quality. These entail an elevated cash flow pressure, 
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frequent visits and not least, the desire to become as traceable as possible. In general, this 

indicates a move away from treating coffee as an untraceable commodity, towards it being a more 

costly and differentiated product. 

In the abovementioned context, the Coffee Collective is available but not interested in enforcing 

knowledge. However, a different sort of knowledge, or feedback, is exchanged further in the value 

chain when appraising the quality of the beans. At this level, the Coffee Collective is heavily 

involved and strives to share as much knowledge as possible to assure the best possible quality. 

Consequently, the direct trade model of the Coffee Collective can be seen as an efficient approach 

to elevate and market high quality coffee and thereby creating sustainable competitive 

advantages through product development. The Coffee Collective’s focus on quality has in other 

words moved governance  

‘towards high differentiation. While it might be an expensive model in absolute terms, the main 

advantage is the ability to offer customers a quality product which is socially responsible. 

5.7 Case 7: Copenhagen Roaster (Estate Coffee) 

 The following case is presented from website 

information (www.estatecoffee.dk) and the 

interview conducted with Jakob Dupont, Quality 

Manager, Copenhagen Roaster (Appendix 7). Jakob 

has no educational background within coffee, but 

share the family interest with his brother Peter 

Dupont (the Coffee Collective), who taught him 

about quality control. Today, Jakob is responsible for 

sourcing green coffee at Copenhagen Roaster. After 

the presentation, this case will reflect upon 

advantages, challenges and facilitative conditions, and eventually be analyzed within the analytical 

framework. 

5.7.1 Case presentation 

Estate Coffee is a specialty brand from Denmark established in 1996. The company behind was 

started by professional food expert and entrepreneur Claus Meyer and Søren Sylvest, CEO. They 

http://www.estatecoffee.dk/
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both saw a potential in tracing coffees, treating individual farms and their products similar to 

wine, where the origin of the grape differentiates from one bottle to another. In effect, the 

company started roasting coffee from 1999.  In 2000 they opened a coffee shop in central 

Copenhagen under the brand name “Estate Coffee”. Eventually the roaster moved into its own 

establishment in 2005 and took on the overall name Copenhagen Roaster. The company is today 

owned by a number of entrepreneurs, among others Claus Meyer and Søren Sylvest. Chokolade 

Compagniet A/S, which specializes in coffee, tea and chocolate, owns 51 percent. Today, the five 

man big business roasts from 180 to 200 tons of coffee pr year. Around 35 percent of this coffee is 

Copenhagen Roaster’s own brand Estate Coffee of which approximately 70 percent is registered as 

direct trade. The remaining coffee is roasted for other importers of coffee and can also be organic, 

Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance and UTZ certified.  

The primary focus of Copenhagen Roaster is therefore a bit different to the majority of cases in 

this paper, since the competitive advantage is centered on the roasting process, whereas most of 

the other roasters have decided to integrate vertically, involving them increasingly in the local 

production of coffee. Copenhagen Roaster does not intervene in the individual farmer’s business. 

Focus is on the end product, meaning that Copenhagen Roaster’s critical contribution to 

partnerships is the feedback they give from a thorough appraisal of the harvest. As Jakob Dupont 

says, 95 percent of what they do is coffee tasting. All of their nine direct trade partners are visited 

once annually, but overall Copenhagen Roaster does not travel nearly as much as some of the 

other cases in this paper. In further recognition of the scarcity of resources, attention is delimited 

to five countries: Brazil, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Nicaragua and Kenya.  

5.7.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

Although Copenhagen Roaster has traded directly for many years, its own coffee brand Estate 

Coffee has only been labeled “direct trade” since 2010. Estate Coffee is certified by DirectTrade®, 

which is a Danish trademark, established by the Coffee Collective (www.directtrade.dk). With 

DirectTrade® the middlemen are taken out and longer business partnerships are intended to 

deliver the highest possible quality. As a consumer of DirectTrade® registered products, you can 

expect that the farmer has received a fair and documented price in correspondence with the 

specific level of quality and farms are visited at least once pr year. According to Jakob Dupont, this 

http://www.directtrade.dk/
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approach could be seen as a model to follow, because it is simple, credible and fully documented. 

The move towards labeling the coffee as direct trade was done for marketing reasons as a way to 

secure the brand as a quality coffee and to avoid misuse. However, the strategic decision to follow 

a direct trade model was a natural response to a growing need for differentiated coffee, selling 

coffee at a premium price. According to Jakob Dupont, other certifications like Fair Trade are 

admirable for ethical reasons, but say too little about quality. As a natural consequence, 

Copenhagen Roaster therefore started specializing in sourcing quality beans, which to them 

necessitated a more intensified communication with farmers. Essentially, this direct contact with 

producers presents the best opportunity to assure the unique quality of coffee beans.  The 

company further endorses and reward sustainable production. Farmers that develop their 

production in a sustainable manner are rewarded with longer contracts and a higher price than 

the minimum at 25 % above Fair Trade.  

Jakob Dupont experiences a number of challenges with the direct trade model and Copenhagen 

Roaster’s way of doing business. Firstly, it requires many human resources, especially in the short 

term. Secondly, roasters are sometimes pressured financially when there is no middleman taking 

the financial responsibility in the process. In other words, roasters are required to take ownership 

early in the process, adding cash flow pressure. Thirdly, to ensure that farmers do not hesitate 

investing in better quality, Copenhagen Roaster endorses long term contracts. Finally, the most 

important challenge to Jakob Dupont, as a coffee aficionado, is consumer perceptions and 

knowledge of quality coffee. It might be that Copenhagen Roaster, by applying a direct trade 

model, is able to present a unique coffee product to the Danish market, but because many 

customers are not aware of the methods to achieve the best possible cup of coffee, the real 

quality does not always get through before and after the purchase. One thing is the perception of 

quality when consumers read the description of the coffee in the supermarket. Another is the 

actual brewing. Jakob Dupont here mentions a long list of processes, which tend to go wrong. An 

interesting one to people living in Copenhagen is that you should not use tap water, because it has 

too much chalk and carbonate.  

When asked about the future of the direct trade model, Jakob Dupont expects growth. Demand 

for differentiated coffee has increased. At the same time the amount of available farms are getting 
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smaller, which brings down supply. In effect, prices will keep rising, making the market for 

differentiated coffee further interesting to new and existing roasters. In the end, this will 

encourage more roasters to engage directly with farmers to obtain such level of quality. In this 

context, Jakob Dupont believes the Danish model with a registered product trademark could 

become an alternative to current certifications of direct trade, because farmers are not expected 

to meet an endless list of bureaucratic requirements.  

Copenhagen Roaster Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (CR), stronger 

product/brand (R),  fair and 
documented price (C), growing 
demand and low supply in 
differentiated coffee (RP), flexible 
non-standardized approach (RP) 

Cash flow pressure adds financial 
risk (RP), misuse of label (CRP), 
scarcity of resources (RP), requires 
many human resources (R), 
consumer perceptions and 
knowledge of quality coffee (R) 

Long-term contracts, 
transparency, intensified 
communication, feedback, 
vertical involvement not key, 
annual visits, focus attention 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 16: Overview: Copenhagen Roaster – advantages, challenges and conditions. 

5.7.3 Case analysis 

Copenhagen roaster is probably the roaster in this paper which is the least involved upstream, 

since their competitive advantage is centered on the roasting process. As a consequence, 

Copenhagen Roaster’s critical contribution to partnerships is the feedback they give on the 

harvest. They do travel annually, but not nearly as much as some of the other cases in this paper. 

This different (less involved) approach entails a comparatively smaller support to the proposed 

conditions in this paper. Nonetheless, the producer is indeed treated as an equal participant, 

although relationships are not as close, possibly also because the farmers are already qualified. 

However, it is still about working together to create the best possible product, although the 

collaboration is more about appraising the beans than producing them. Power asymmetry is 

consequently low in the direct trade model of the Coffee Collective, and as such their model also 

indicates a move away from the general coffee industry.  

In the same context, investments are not as large in the case of Copenhagen Roaster, and it has 

because of decreasing global costs of transactions become easier and less costly for them to find 

good coffee. However, their model also entails a focus on travelling and paying a fair price to the 

farmer, which is creating a trustful relationship about quality. Furthermore, long contracts are also 

granted as a form of trust building through financial commitment. This implies that the absolute 

costs in Copenhagen Roaster’s direct trade model have increased to create high quality coffee, 
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which enables a price reward. Generally, this indicates a move away from governance, treating 

coffee as a commodity, towards it being a more expensive and differentiated product. 

Although, Copenhagen Roaster seems to be less involved than the typical roaster in the direct 

trade model, knowledge sharing remains at the center. It simply takes place at a different level, 

which is coffee tasting and the following coffee evaluations. Copenhagen Roaster is available to 

the farmers for upstream issues, but nothing is emphasized as superior knowledge. Similar to the 

Coffee Collective, whether it is social, environmental or concerning the actual product, effort is 

instead rewarded from a distance. To assure the best possible coffee, though, Copenhagen 

Roaster is very thorough in sharing the feedback they give concerning the final quality of the 

product. Consequently, this knowledge sharing makes Copenhagen Roaster’s direct trade model 

an efficient approach to elevate high quality coffee and thereby creates sustainable competitive 

advantages through product development. The attention towards superior quality has in other 

words moved governance away from low differentiation in the general coffee industry towards 

high differentiation. The main advantage is the ability to offer customers a quality product. 

5.8 Case 8: Shangri-La Estate 

The following case is presented from website 

information (www.shangrila-estate.com) and the 

interview conducted in Danish with Jacob Christian 

Jebsen, Director, Shangri-La Estate (Appendix 8). 

Christian has been a famer for 25 years and co-owner of 

Shangri-La Estate the last 20 of them. After the 

presentation, this case will reflect upon advantages, 

challenges and facilitative conditions, and eventually be 

analyzed within the analytical framework. 

5.8.1 Case presentation 

Shangri-La Estate is a bit different to the majority of cases, which have predominantly been 

roasters. This Danish-German owned company, based in Tanzania, is both a farmer and a roaster, 

and as such has a dominant position in upstream parts of the value chain. Their main market is 

therefore green beans, selling 80 % to the US market, 15 % to Japan and 5 % to Denmark. Shangri-

http://www.shangrila-estate.com/
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La is located on the highlands of Northern Tanzania on the outer slopes of the Ngorongoro Crater. 

Some of the coffee plants at the estate are over 90 years old. Further, the clear and untreated 

water from the forest play an incremental role in creating the flavor of Shangri-La Estate’s branded 

coffee Ngoro Ngoro Mountain Coffee. 

In 1930 some German farmers got permission to root out the bush in the area which was back 

then not inhabited. One of these farms was Shangri-La. After WW2 Shangri-La came under English 

possession, but some plantations were then bought by a Danish-German group. After many years 

of slow movement, investments to revitalize the old farms were enhanced five years ago. Today, 

the estate sells 150 tons of coffee pr year, an amount corresponding to more or less one percent 

of the total Danish coffee consumption. Further, Shangri-La employs 50 people year round and up 

till 400 for seasonal assignments. The estate is therefore aware of its importance to the local 

community, not only for employment. To name a few, programs are financed for schooling, 

housing and day care is established for the employees and plantation of trees is done to address 

Tanzanian problems of deforestation.  

As mentioned, investments in Shangri-La have increased significantly the last five years. Trade has 

been executed directly the last three of these years. This happened because the owners saw an 

opportunity in catering to the growing market for quality coffee. Simultaneously, auction and 

trade houses became less important, because specialty coffee started to gain in profile. At the 

same time, the number of roasters started to increase, making farmers like Shangri-La Estate more 

attractive. In other words, the farm experienced according to J. C. Jebsen a parallel development 

where more players and more interest became an advantage to Shangri-La. The direct trade 

model of Shangri-La, as a producer, was in other words driven by the general demands of the 

market, which encouraged a stronger link between retailer/roaster and producer. Following this 

search for superior coffee quality, Shangri-La is therefore encouraging an open working 

environment, where all the employees are able to share ideas and give feedback internally. 

5.8.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

Besides market developments, the most important factor to succeed is according to J. C. Jebsen 

branding. Today, Shangri-La has a good arrangement selling coffee to Baresso, the first chain of 

espresso and coffee houses in Denmark. Yet, branding is not over yet. As the Director says, it is all 
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about increasing awareness of our product and building up a good reputation and relationships. As 

part of this process, storytelling marketing is the key, he says. Today, you must “market yourself 

behind the curtains” to convince the client about the value added of your product. In this context, 

the unique placement in the Ngorongoro Crater provides an essential advantage. 

The most important challenge experienced by J. C. Jebsen is also the downstream integration, 

especially because the general coffee market according to him can be price volatile. It is about 

selling at the right time. Further, since the most important factor to succeed is branding, J. C. 

Jebsen highlights the scarcity of resources. There is however also a number of upstream 

challenges typical to any other business. One is obviously to optimize the quality of the harvest 

and finding qualified employees. Finally, J. C. Jebsen mentioned the issue of managing a business 

sometimes from afar (in Denmark). Challenges are in other words widely spread. 

When asked about the future of direct trade, J. C. Jebsen highlighted the issue of certification. As 

implied by the abovementioned focus on storytelling marketing, he believes the coffee market is 

controlled by personal relations, and as such he does not rate certifications that important. To a 

farm like Shangri-La with its limited size, not selling to supermarkets, and the fact that Shangri-La 

targets high-end users, traceability becomes more important. Nonetheless, Shangri-La is in the 

process of becoming Rainforest Alliance certified, but not so much to exploit it in marketing as it is 

to satisfy repetitive enquiries to why Shangri-La does not have certifications. The choice of 

Rainforest Alliance is simply made because J. C. Jebsen likes their program.  

Shangri-La Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (C), 

stronger product/brand 
(RP), possible to add 
more value (CRP) 

Price volatility on coffee adds financial 
risk (P), scarcity of resources (P), lack of 
qualified employees (P), pressure on 
quality (P), long distance management 
(P), certifications a distraction (RP) 

Coffee must be unique, heightened 
profile  for specialty coffee, open 
management, branding, 
relationships, traceability, 
storytelling marketing 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 18: Overview: Shangri-La Estate – advantages, challenges and conditions. 

5.8.3 Case analysis 

This case was selected to include the differences in perspectives between the typical international 

roaster and the actual producer. In this context, it should be noted that this producer is not owned 

locally and clearly upgraded by itself, and therefore might not represent the majority of coffee 

farmers. Nonetheless, it shows well how much perspectives can vary along the value chain, and as 
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such how difficult it would be to apply the proposed conditions of this paper to an elevated 

producer, since the conditions for them to succeed with their direct trade model is quite different. 

However, the essential objective is the same; the creation of high quality coffee. 

One of the primary conditions with the roaster in the driving seat has been to work closely with 

farmers, treating them as an equal participant. Since this case is actually about a qualified 

producer that drives the value chain and also is the initiator of their own direct trade model, this 

proposition seems less relevant. To stay in that terminology, the farmer is even more than equal. 

However, close relationships is also an important condition in this model, it simply goes the other 

way, highlighting the importance of having close relationships with roasters and retailers for 

downstream purposes. All things equal, this implies that the direct trade model of Shangri-La 

Estate during the last five years has moved away from governance with high power asymmetry in 

the general coffee industry towards low power asymmetry. 

The facilitation of Shangri-La Estate’s direct trade model is among others facilitated by the 

decreasing costs of communication, the fast flow of information and the corresponding lowering 

of cultural barriers between partners from globalization. As part hereof, this case emphasize the 

importance of storytelling. The distance between producer and consumer has simply become 

shorter, which has created interest from marketing. In effect, the immediate costs of transactions 

have come down, which have made it easier and less costly in relative terms for Shangri-La Estate 

to link their product with the relevant markets, establishing the necessary relationships, although 

J. C. Jebsen still consider this their primary challenge. At the same time, this attention, and a desire 

from Shangri-La to assure quality, means that they have increased their efforts in social and 

environmental responsibility, which on its own has increased absolute costs. These are considered 

important strategic conditions to achieve a satisfactory quality. There has in other words been a 

move away from governance treating coffee as a commodity into one, where coffee is recognized 

as a costly and differentiated product. 

Despite a dominant focus on downstream challenges, the initial condition for Shangri-La is the 

uniqueness of their coffee. Shangri-La therefore encourages an open working environment in 

which knowledge and ideas are to be shared to create sustainable competitive advantages from 

high quality coffee. This attention towards quality has in other words moved governance away 
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from low differentiation in the general coffee industry towards high differentiation. The advantage 

is an ability to offer customers a product with greater benefits at a certain cost. 

5.9 Case 9: Amigos International 

The following case is presented from website information 

(www.amigos-international.org) and the interview 

conducted with Jeroen Kruft, managing director, Amigos 

International, and founder of ES Coffee Europe (Appendix 

9). Jeroen has 16 years experience with farming in South 

America. Today, he is a consultant at Amigos International 

in the Netherlands. After the presentation, this case will 

reflect upon advantages, challenges and facilitative 

conditions, and eventually be analyzed within the analytical framework.  

5.9.1 Case presentation 

After the founding of ES Coffee Europe in 2004, the umbrella organization Amigos International 

was formed in 2005 with the purpose of introducing high quality, innovative products, processed 

in developing countries. Today, Amigos International is a very small Dutch organization buying and 

selling tea, coffee and chocolate. In fact, they are only two people and import as little as 5,000 kg 

of coffee every year. The organization therefore also sells consultative services, focused on 

producing, marketing and management in third world countries. The experience of Jeroen Kruft is 

essential to these services. He oversees the entire value chain, from production and processing in 

the country of origin, to marketing and sales in Europe. 

The company mission is focused on PICO products. The aim is to develop rural areas in developing 

countries by offering ecologically and socially responsible, 100% processed products. Amigos 

believe that trade in commodities alone is insufficient for a country to develop itself as an 

equitable player in the global economy. Fair Trade i.e. does too little according to Amigos. In this 

context, developing countries arguably benefit insufficiently from a higher price for its green 

coffee, and should instead be allowed the chance to add value to the product by integrating 

further in the value chain. It is from this mindset that Amigos offer its knowledge in ecology, 

marketing, certification and farmer support. 

http://www.amigos-international.org/
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5.9.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

Amigos buy their coffee traceably either from the farmer or an exporter, not from European 

brokers and importers. That is how they define their direct trade. In fact, intermediaries have, 

from Jeroen Kruft’s experience in Ecuador, a purpose: “intermediaries aren’t crooks, they are 

sometimes necessary”, certain quality coffee even benefits from having intermediaries, he says. 

The essence is therefore not to eliminate the exporter as seen in some cases. It is more important 

to Amigos that the core value of the product is created in the developing country. As part of this 

form of direct trade or maybe more precise “direct interaction”, trust and good communication is 

the key. You need to “be on top” from being there in person, Jeroen says. Furthermore, it is critical 

that you are conscious about the value adding, so that you are able to market the product, not just 

produce it. 

The economic reason why direct trade has value, Jeroen Kruft says, is because it offers a different 

story, and as such has marketing value. Simultaneously, strategic possibilities in coffee have 

increased due to the ease of communication and the low cost of access to information, which has 

broad us closer to each other in language and culture. As a result, “we are now more interested in 

working directly with other people, and learning about other cultures, not so much to make more 

money, but also to enrich other peoples’ lives”. Furthermore, Jeroen Kruft mentions the scarcity of 

what he labels “good coffee”, incentivizing companies to have people in the field, to assure the 

quality instead of relying exclusively on markets. 

The main challenge trading directly, is unsurprisingly related to the abovementioned condition, 

that you have to “be on top” in every part of the coffee operation. This requires many resources, 

especially human and financial, Jeroen Kruft argues. Alternatively, buying from a port in Holland 

you know what you pay for. Amigos have to invest in being there, getting to know the people, 

quality assurance, time management and communication. From an economic perspective, in this 

case as a small importer, Jeroen Kruft therefore questions whether it would not make more sense 

to buy the coffee in Holland. In the end, it seems from Amigos that trading directly could be more 

ideologically motivated than profit-seeking.   
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Amigos Advantages Challenges Conditions 
C = to consumers Enhanced quality (C), social 

responsiveness (CRP), differentiation 
and value adding (P), marketing 
value (RP), scarcity of good coffee 
(CRP), ideology (CRP) 

Requires sizeable 
human and financial 
investments (RP), 
profit-seeking (RP) 

Intermediaries have a purpose, trust and 
good communication, be there in person, 
exploit value added downstream, access 
to information and knowledge 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 20: Overview: Amigos International – advantages, challenges and conditions. 

5.9.3 Case analysis 

This case equally entails a number of differences to the typical case of an international roaster, 

since here we are dealing with a consultancy/importer, which takes its point of departure in the 

perspective of the producer, adding value locally. As a consequence, propositions differ, although 

the essential condition is the same; the creation of higher quality. With a strong focus on adding 

value locally, Amigos International assumes that the producer is able to achieve a better price and 

a stronger position in the value chain. In effect, the producer becomes at least equal in any 

partnership, although, similar to the case of ES Coffee, the main emphasis is more on achieving a 

better price than about influencing governance, which makes this proposition less applicable. 

However, trust and good communication, as part of relationship building, is also an important 

condition in this case. In the end, focus might be stronger elsewhere, but the model of Amigos 

International does imply that producers move away from governance with high power asymmetry 

in the general coffee industry towards low power asymmetry. 

In the case of Amigos International, it is directly highlighted how strategic possibilities have 

increased due to the ease of communication and the low cost of access to information, and how 

this has brought people across borders closer to each other. It has in other words become easier 

and less costly in relative terms for the producer to find markets for their products (search) and 

establish downstream relationships (monitoring and bargaining). The distance between producer 

and consumer has simply become shorter, which has enabled the producer to add value locally. At 

the same time, though, this increasing public attention and a desire to add value also entails that 

you have to be there in person and increase communication and quality assurance. In general, it is 

an important strategic condition that such investments are increased to produce a satisfactory 

quality. In the case of Amigos International and their partners, there has in other words been a 

move away from governance treating coffee as a commodity into one, where coffee is recognized 

as a costly and differentiated product. 
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The predominant objective in this case, adding value, is correlated with the abovementioned 

move from commodity to differentiated products. To achieve such upstream upgrading, access to 

information and knowledge is the essential condition. Furthermore, it is also important that this 

form of value adding is recognized and exploited for downstream purposes. This attention towards 

value adding has in other words moved governance away from low differentiation in the general 

coffee industry towards high differentiation. The main advantage to the producer in this case is 

clearly the potential achievement of a price reward above the commodity price. 

5.10 Case 10: Direct Trade Coffee Club 

The following case is presented from website 

information (www.dtcoffeeclub.com) and the email 

questions answered by Chad Morton, co-founder, the 

Direct Trade Coffee Club, and former coffee buyer at 

MadCap Coffee (Appendix 10). After the 

presentation, this case will reflect upon advantages, 

challenges and facilitative conditions, and eventually 

be analyzed within the analytical framework.  

5.10.1 Case presentation 

The Direct Trade Coffee Club was founded in 2009. The Club was started to promote direct trade 

coffee, believing that it is the best business model for all parties involved in the coffee industry.  

The essential idea was to connect consumers with the best roasters of specialty coffee who 

purchase coffee directly. The purpose is therefore simply to deliver the highest quality coffee to 

customers, while providing the farmer with a fair price. The Direct Trade Coffee Club currently 

ships from the following roasters: Intelligentsia Coffee, MadCap Coffee, Barefoot Roasters, Cuvee 

Coffee and Barismo. 

The Club is convinced that the best way to get an exceptional cup of coffee comes from knowing 

the hands that work on the farm. By understanding the growers, the local conditions and culture 

of each region, the Club ensures that coffee is not blindly accepted as fair or sustainable. This 

entails a commitment to frequent communication with growers, giving all parts a voice. In general, 

http://www.dtcoffeeclub.com/
http://www.dtcoffeeclub.com/
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all roasters subscribing to the Club have signed a pledge to be 100 % direct trade. The pledge is 

centered on quality, communication, transparency and sustainability standards.  

5.10.2 Case reflections on advantages, challenges and conditions 

The motivation behind the Direct Trade Coffee Club, Chad Morton mentions, was to increase 

consumer awareness of the direct trade model, while also securing more accountability to the 

industry. Access to documentation is therefore an important condition to the model. In the same 

context, Chad Morton supports the idea of a simple and unifying voice, in essence to increase 

consumer knowledge beyond current models for certification. Today, the size of direct trade in 

coffee is very small and as such difficult to measure, but as he says, it is growing every minute.  

While believing that direct trade could potentially grow bigger than Fair Trade in ethical 

consumerism, the biggest challenge according to Chad Morton from the Club perspective is to 

convince customers about the sustainability of the model. Roasters and other stakeholders within 

the supply chain must be simple and clear when addressing the consumer and should therefore 

work together to create a stronger unity. He also highlights the fact that an increased focus on 

quality and sourcing makes the model more expensive than more typical models. It is finally, a 

basic condition that buyers and roasters invest themselves in fully understanding the societal and 

cultural characteristics in the country of origin all the way through the chain.  

In consideration of the abovementioned challenges, especially increased expenses, there are also 

some significant benefits when adapting to the direct trade model. Most importantly, the number 

of strategic possibilities gets bigger: “the model is such that everyone within the supply chain can 

create a competitive advantage for themselves and a niche to differentiate their business”, and 

besides that, consumers get access to sustainable quality. Especially the opportunity to specialize 

is highlighted, also for smaller players like dry mills and export agents. 

The Direct Trade 
Coffee Club 

Advantages Challenges Conditions 

C = to consumers Enhanced quality (C), superior 
sustainability (CRP), 
differentiation adds strategic 
options to value chain members 
(RP), new ways to specialize (RP) 

Model is too spread (CRP), 
focus on quality and 
sourcing is expensive (RP), 
limited consumer awareness 
(CRP) 

Understanding local conditions, 
frequent communication, 
transparency, increasing awareness 
and accountability, roaster 
unification/certification 

R = to roasters 

P= to producers 

Table 22: Overview: Direct Trade Coffee Club – advantages, challenges and conditions. 
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5.10.3 Case analysis 

This case is clearly different to all other cases in this paper, since the Direct Trade Coffee Club as 

an online retailer does not have a model of their own. Instead, they have created a direct trade 

pledge certification to which all their roasters must comply. Their perspective is therefore more 

towards the general characteristics of the direct trade model as a retailer selling their products. As 

a consequence, the level of involvement between the Direct Trade Coffee Club and the actual 

farmers is comparatively smaller, focused mostly on matters of accountability and transparency. 

From the perspective of the Direct Trade Coffee Club, focus is within the abovementioned context 

more often on the relationship between the farmer and the roaster, and here the Club 

acknowledges some similar conditions for the direct trade model to work successfully. It is 

according to them important that roasters and producers get to know each other, working 

together and understanding the local characteristics. The farmer should in other words be 

recognized as an equal partner through close relationships in the creation of high quality coffee. 

All things equal, this implies that the Direct Trade Coffee Club as a retailer challenge governance 

with high power asymmetry in the general coffee industry moving towards low power asymmetry. 

Probably the most important condition from the perspective of the Direct Trade Coffee Club, both 

to the retailer itself and the roasters they cooperate with, is that investments are increased to 

achieve a stronger relationship and from the retail perspective also to assure accountability. 

Frequent communication and open access to information is important to the Club, while for the 

general upstream partnership, typically between roaster and farmer, it is incremental that 

investments, human as well as financial, are made to heighten the understanding of societal and 

cultural characteristics, enabling a mutual creation of high quality coffee. There has in other words 

been a move away from treating coffee as a commodity towards coffee seen as a costly and 

differentiated product. 

Knowledge exchange is an incremental condition to the Club’s direct trade pledge including 

frequent in person communication. Knowledge exchange therefore becomes an implicit condition 

to the model to which roasters of the Direct Trade Coffee Club pledge compliance. In the end, this 

exchange to create high quality coffee is one of the main reasons why the Direct Trade Coffee Club 

is able to sell differentiated direct trade products.  
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6 Findings and discussion 

In this chapter the overall findings are presented and discussed. Firstly, preliminary patterns are 

sought concerning advantages, challenges, conditions and general findings. Secondly, analytical 

generalizations, including new insights, an extension of and amendments to the analytical 

framework, are included. Finally, the future of the direct trade model is discussed.  

6.1 Preliminary pattern seeking 

In chapter 5 multiple case studies was presented and analyzed individually. Firstly, the essential 

advantages and challenges from the perspective of the different cases were presented to clarify 

what drives and challenge the model. Secondly, the different cases were given the opportunity to 

explain which conditions were important for their individual model to exploit and manage these 

advantages. The purpose was to standardize these cases as much as possible to elucidate potential 

patterns in the direct trade model. In the following chapter these findings will therefore be 

grouped together, seeking such patterns from analyzing the proposed advantages and conditions 

in the analytical framework from chapter 4 against the actual empirical findings in chapter 5.  

6.1.1 Advantages and challenges 

The question of advantages, as the first part in the overall research question, was intended to 

stage an illumination of what motivates these entrepreneurs and their respective companies when 

adopting the direct trade model. The general findings from the individual cases are presented 

untouched in table 23 below.  

Company Advantages Challenges 
Intelligentsia 
(roaster, US) 

Enhanced quality, competent quality sourcing 
model, flexible valuation system, effort is 
rewarded, higher rents, fast response to 
challenges, long term assurance, long-term 
sustainability. 

Increasing costs, sustainability approach a 
financial challenge, exchange rate fluctuations, 
rewards sometimes perceived as unfair and 
exclusive, the term “direct trade” is imprecise. 

Counter Culture 
Coffee (roaster, US) 

Enhanced quality, ecological responsibility, fast 
flow of information, measurable standards, fair 
and sustainable, mutual trust. 

Massive influx of initiatives undermines 
credibility, lack of general transparency, less 
rigorous, brand exhaustion. 

Salt Spring Coffee 
(roaster, Canada) 

Enhanced quality, stronger product/brand, 
deeper integration than Fair Trade, fast flow of 
information, greater access to credit, enhanced 
knowledge of value adding. 

Cash flow pressure adds financial risk, 
opportunism: exploitation of labels, certifications 
are expensive. 

Es Coffee (exporter, 
Ecuador) 

Connects producers with consuming countries, 
Enhanced quality, Value adding gives better price, 
stronger product/brand, environmental and 
sustainable social practices, flexibility. 

Buyer/roaster resistance, logistics. 
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Table 23: Overview: advantages and challenges. 

Some of these arguments correspond to the proposed advantages. However, during the process 

additional advantages and a number of central challenges were also derived, meaning that a 

gathering of four overall advantages and three main challenges are presented and analyzed in the 

following. The first three advantages were obviously extracted deductively from the related 

propositions, while an additional advantage and a number of challenges are derived inductively 

through a process of discovery. An important observation is that all the advantages and challenges 

are somehow interlinked at different levels. 

6.1.1.1 Proposition Pa1 - stability and flexibility 

Overall, the direct trade model is perceived by the cases to go a step further than most other 

initiatives within coffee, i.e. Fair Trade, which in some cases is criticized for being inflexible 

towards local conditions. Another advantage, mentioned by most but particularly emphasized by 

those cases where partners are deeply involved (cases 1-5), is therefore the establishment of close 

relationships between i.e. roasters and producers. This establishment entails a number of 

correlated advantages. Mutual trust and personal connections are created between partners, 

which makes information flow faster and uplifts knowledge exchange. Furthermore, partners are 

enabled to strategize on a long term basis, among others allowing better access to credit. In the 

end, low power asymmetry in the direct trade model cannot be refuted to offer stable and flexible 

relationships. 

PT's Coffee Roasting 
(roaster, US) 

Enhanced quality, improved communication, 
knowledge exchange, fair price, increased skills, 
economic, social and environmental 
sustainability, more reliable supply. 

Different levels of direct trade undermines the 
model, requires time, a lot of travelling. 

The Coffee Collective 
(barista and roaster, 
Denmark) 

Enhanced quality, enhanced traceability, fair and 
documented price. 

Cash flow pressure, small size, requires many 
human resources, overflow of definitions 
undermines credibility, missing consumer 
knowledge of brewing. 

Copenhagen Roaster 
(roaster, Denmark) 

Enhanced quality, stronger product/brand, fair 
and documented price, growing demand and low 
supply in differentiated coffee, flexible non-
standardized approach. 

Cash flow pressure adds financial risk, misuse of 
label, scarcity of resources, requires many human 
resources, consumer perceptions and knowledge 
of quality coffee. 

Shangri-La Estate 
(producer, Tanzania) 

Enhanced quality, stronger product/brand, more 
value adding. 

Price volatility on coffee adds financial risk, 
scarcity of resources, lack of qualified employees, 
pressure on quality, long distance management, 
certifications a distraction. 

Amigos International 
(consultancy, 
Holland) 

Enhanced quality, social responsiveness, 
differentiation and value adding, marketing value, 
scarcity of good coffee, ideology. 

Requires sizeable human and financial 
investments, not for the profit-seeking. 

Direct Trade Coffee 
Club (retailer, US) 

Enhanced quality, superior sustainability, 
differentiation adds strategic options, new ways 
to specialize. 

Model is too spread, focus on quality and sourcing 
is expensive, limited consumer awareness. 
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6.1.1.2 Proposition Pa2 - significant price rewards in high quality coffee  

The general coffee market has for some time experienced market saturation, because of a 

misbalance between supply and demand, which has lowered the price of coffee. As mentioned, 

high quality coffees are among the few receiving a proper remuneration. Some of the cases in this 

paper directly highlight this business case (i.e. Shangri-La and Copenhagen Roaster), recognizing a 

growing demand for and low supply of differentiated coffee. There is in other words a strong case 

for specializing, moving into specialty coffee. In effect, this includes the prospect of a better price, 

but the direct trade model also involves the opportunity to advance marketing, i.e. by the use of 

storytelling, connecting the consumer with the farmer. These advantages should, however, be 

understood from the realization that premiums and the ability to exploit the direct trade model 

for downstream purposes are likely to decrease as availability grows. In the end, though, the direct 

trade model cannot be refuted to facilitate the advantage of significant price rewards. 

6.1.1.3 Proposition Pa3 - skills upgrading and product development 

The possibility to differentiate from high quality coffee is an ever present advantage in all 10 cases, 

and can as such be considered a main advantage when adopting the direct trade model. With the 

achievement of high quality, a number of correlated advantages to the different value chain 

members follow. These are already highlighted as the value of a stronger brand, entailing a more 

stable and loyal relationship with clients, and ultimately the attainment of a premium price (see 

Pa2 above). All things equal, whether it is roasters, producers or something third, such value 

adding involves the ability to invest in the future, in the end upgrading businesses and from the 

producer’s perspective secure livelihoods. Furthermore, the level of skills upgrading involved from 

the direct trade model makes this advantage a long term feature. In the end, skills upgrading and 

product development, at the same time, cannot be refuted as a major advantage in the direct 

trade model. 

6.1.1.4 Additional advantage – responsible practices becomes a natural part of business 

Ethical trade initiatives have been criticized for being incapable of identifying and addressing the 

needs of those in developing countries. According to the majority of cases in this paper, the direct 

trade model potentially entails the ability to address this challenge, and not least turn it into an 

advantage. The major contribution from direct trade is as already mentioned its focus on quality, 

while ecologically sound agriculture and premium pricing is seen more as sound business 
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practices. In the cases of this paper environmental and social responsibility - the ideals of many of 

the preceding certification schemes - is therefore seen as a means to elevate partnerships and 

quality, not so much as a compromise to satisfy external pressure. Socially, these include a high 

level of fairness in pricing, local adaptation, longer contracts, enhanced traceability and local 

upgrading for producers. Environmentally, practices are arguably sustainable, since the direct 

trade model entails a long term strategic focus. In effect, responsible practices become a natural 

part of business, entailing both upstream (stability, flexibility, skills upgrading) and downstream 

value (storytelling, branding, price rewards). 

6.1.1.5 Challenge - the augmentation of costs 

Direct trade as a sourcing model focused on quality raises the costs of transaction. All cases 

somehow acknowledge this trend that human and financial investments automatically have to 

increase. These costs are widely spread. Concerning human resources, the model i.e. entails more 

travelling and communication, integrating vertically to establish relationships. Regarding financial 

resources, a number of issues were highlighted, i.e. an increased cash flow pressure from taking 

ownership and investing time and money earlier in the process (Salt Spring, Coffee Collective) and 

financial dependencies related to exchange rate fluctuations and general price volatility 

(Intelligentsia, Shangri-La). Furthermore, principles of environmental and social sustainability and 

certifications are by some cases mentioned to be expensive. In essence, adopters of the direct 

trade model has to think and invest towards long term success, since all these investments are 

made early in the process (PT’s Coffee Roasting, Intelligentsia). Overall, it seems that this 

augmentation of costs is particularly critical to cases of smaller companies (i.e. Copenhagen 

Roaster, Coffee Collective, Amigos), which due to their inherent scarcity of resources are 

comparatively less integrated.  

6.1.1.6 Challenge - the absence of a third party organization 

According to many of the cases, in particular Counter Culture, it is a concern that the direct trade 

model lacks transparency and with the high growth of new initiatives the ultimate consequence 

could be brand exhaustion, since the lack of rigorous standards undermines overall credibility. As 

seen in this paper, the level of involvement differs a lot between cases, which create an overflow 

of definitions, spreading the model too widely and allowing downstream opportunism.  Some 

cases consequently argue that the model lacks a third party organization, which could take up the 
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role of gathering the different models in one overall certification scheme. However, while most 

acknowledge that credibility is undermined by the absence of a third party organization, there is 

disagreement to the importance of this challenge. The model of PT’s Coffee Roasting is i.e. neither 

labeled nor registered, because their main focus is more up- than downstream. In general, there is 

also a concern that certifications are distractions that increase expenses and paper work, again 

moving attention away from the core of the model.  

6.1.1.7 Challenge - the discrepancies in knowledge and awareness between producer/roaster 

and consumers 

The final challenge entails both the focus on quality and the absence of a third party organization 

to secure credibility, especially downstream. Many of the cases acknowledge that consumer 

knowledge or awareness of quality and their general perceptions towards coffee vary significantly 

to the knowledge level of coffee aficionados; some even consider it a main challenge (Copenhagen 

Roaster, Coffee Collective). The final challenge to the model is therefore to break through with the 

message that the direct trade model is both sustainable and great quality. In the end, this implies 

that the strengths of the model today might be more up- than downstream. In this context, the 

most challenging question would probably be to ask why people drink coffee – is quality really the 

key component, or is it something else? 

In the above sections the three propositions about potential advantages from the direct trade 

model was established and then a number of challenges and an additional advantage were also 

recognized. In effect, the direct trade model presents a list of opportunities and some 

reservations. Consequently, the following sections will investigate which conditions facilitate the 

best management of the direct trade model and these potential advantages. 

6.1.2 Conditions 

In this paper multiple case studies were applied to seek patterns around a number of proposed 

conditions about the direct trade model. Despite a number of differences between the cases, i.e. 

size, country of origin and value chain position, certain preliminary patterns was indeed revealed. 

The general findings from all 10 cases are firstly presented untouched in table 24 below. In the 

following three sections these findings will be grouped together and analyzed within the analytical 

framework, hoping to substantiate a number of essential conditions in the direct trade model. 
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Company Proposition 1 Proposition 2  Proposition 3 Case information 
Intelligentsia 
(roaster, US) 

Work closely, human 
effort the most 
critical factor. To 
work closely a high 
level of cultural 
adaptation is 
important. 

Increasing 
investments: labor, 
infrastructure, 
fermentation, drying 
systems, soil 
management, 
sustainable (minimum) 
pricing and valuation. 
To increase these 
investments size and 
long term thinking 
matters. 

Work closely, 
frequent 
communication, 
exchange of ideas. 
To facilitate such 
exchange farms 
should preferably be 
small. 

High local involvement, many 
investments and knowledge exchange. 
Motivation: Quality. Emphasis: all 
propositions are equally important to 
achieve high quality. 

Counter Culture 
Coffee (roaster, 
US) 

Long term 
relationship building, 
personal 
communication. 

Standards: 
transparency reports, 
third-party 
certification, quality 
control (monitoring), 
travelling, price 
minimum. 

Communication, 
information sharing, 
openness. 

Securing transparency is the key to 
everything else. Motivation: quality 
and supply chain transparency. 
Emphasis: proposition 2: increase 
focus (and costs) on securing 
transparency to achieve trustworthy 
relationships about quality. 

Salt Spring Coffee 
(roaster, Canada) 

Personal 
relationships, long-
term contracts. 

Acceptance of a 
certain financial (cash 
flow) pressure, 
travelling, premium 
pricing. 

Fast information 
sharing and 
knowledge exchange 
both ways, face to 
face communication 

Close relationships and knowledge 
sharing. Motivation: quality, Fair 
Trade = no guaranteed quality.   
Emphasis: proposition 1 and 3: 
personal relations and knowledge 
sharing both ways to achieve high 
quality. 

Es Coffee 
(exporter, 
Ecuador) 

Close collaboration, 
human effort, add 
value locally. 

Minimum price, assure 
transparency, 
geographical presence, 
communication, 
travelling, quality 
control, marketing. 

Access to 
knowledge, 
downstream 
commercialization of 
products, faster 
ways of 
communication 

Direct engagement by an exporter, 
local value adding (PICO). Motivation: 
quality and achieving a fair price to 
the farmer. Emphasis: proposition 1: 
The farmer is even more than as an 
equal participant. 

PT's Coffee 
Roasting (roaster, 
US) 

Trust, honesty, 
regard the producer 
as a key contributor, 
work closely, 
recognize merit. 

Fair price based on 
merit, commitment, 
travelling (human 
resources), ensure 
transparency and 
standards. 

Knowledge exchange 
from close 
collaboration, direct 
communication 
(frequent visits), 
preferably few 
players. 

Focus on recognizing commitment 
through price rewards, trust and 
honesty. Motivation: quality, 
subsidies not suitable to incentivize 
upgrading. Emphasis: proposition 2: 
trust, dedication and skills are 
expected to grow when paying a 
better price, in the end a solid 
foundation and a more reliable supply 
chain is achieved. 

The Coffee 
Collective (barista 
and roaster, 
Denmark) 

Working together, 
more than equal. 

Increase general 
investments, heighten 
traceability, 
acceptance of a certain 
cash flow pressure, 
frequent (annual) 
visits. 

Expertise is shared 
but not enforced. 

Not deeply involved upstream, 
partners are found through Cup of 
Excellence, only two criteria (price and 
visits), seeks more transparency. 
Motivation: quality, Fair Trade = no 
guaranteed quality, only for 
cooperatives. Emphasis: proposition 
2: to find and create the best possible 
quality investments must be made. 
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Copenhagen 
Roaster (roaster, 
Denmark) 

Direct contact, fair 
price. 

Fair price, long 
contracts, 
transparency, annual 
visits. 

Intensified 
communication, 
feedback through 
coffee appraisals. 

Limited upstream involvement, focus 
is on roasting and quality evaluations, 
full traceability. Motivation: quality. 
Emphasis: proposition 3: 
comparatively less involved, but to 
assure the best quality knowledge 
sharing through feedback is a 
centerpiece. 

Shangri-La Estate 
(producer, 
Tanzania) 

Close relationships 
with downstream 
participants, farmer 
is more than equal. 

Invest in social and 
environmental 
responsibility, 
travelling. 

Open working 
environment, 
internal sharing of 
ideas. 

Internal knowledge sharing, focus on 
branding (storytelling) externally, 
conditions are mostly determined by 
downstream elements (and 
uniqueness of coffee). Motivation: 
quality, demand. Emphasis: 
proposition 1:  external relationship 
building with roasters/retailers the 
key. 

Amigos 
International 
(consultancy, 
Holland) 

Trust and good 
communication, 
from adding more 
value locally the 
producer becomes at 
least equal. 

Be there in person, 
quality assurance, time 
management, 
communication. 

Be conscious of 
value adding for 
downstream 
purposes, access to 
information and 
knowledge. 

Local value adding (PICO), expertise 
sharing, does not exclude 
intermediaries. Motivation: Local 
value adding, ensure more than the 
commodity price. Emphasis: 
proposition 3: access to knowledge 
and information is the key to local 
value adding. 

Direct Trade 
Coffee Club 
(retailer, US) 

Work together, get 
to know the farmer, 
understand the local 
grower, conditions 
and culture. 

Frequent 
communication, assure 
accountability, access 
to documentation, 
invest in 
understanding societal 
and cultural 
characteristics. 

Working together, 
sharing knowledge 
between roaster and 
producer is implicit 
through the Club's 
direct trade pledge 
certification. 

Online retailer, direct trade pledge 
roaster certification, supports the idea 
of a simple and unifying voice for 
direct trade. Motivation: to connect 
consumers with direct trade roasters 
Emphasis: proposition 2: invest in 
each other and you will be able to 
specialize. 

Table 24: Overview: conditions. 

6.1.2.1 Proposition Pc1 - Treating the producer as an equal participant through close 

relationships is the initial condition for success 

The first proposition regarding which conditions facilitate the best management of the direct trade 

model was centered on governance, in particular the difference between the more captive 

governance seen in the general coffee industry and what was suggested to be a more relational 

type of governance in the direct trade model. Low power asymmetry and relational governance 

cannot be refuted by the cases, meaning that the producer is seen as an equal participant through 

close relationships and this is highlighted by the cases as an important condition towards success 

with the direct trade model.  

However, this does not imply that close relationships, and its application, is approached the same 

in every case. What the majority of cases do have in common is the idea of working closely 

together. In this context, personal relationships and direct communication is considered 
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fundamental conditions, getting to know each other and building a sense of mutual trust and 

honesty. Giving long contracts is by the roasters seen as a way to strengthen these relationships. 

Furthermore, human effort is by many seen as a critical factor. Some of the roasters acknowledge 

the producer strategically, stating the importance of recognizing merit, by paying a fair price.  

At the end of the day, though, there is a high level of interdependence between propositions, but 

the level of individual importance seems to vary with the value chain position of the case subject. 

Concerning this proposition about relational governance and low power asymmetry, ES Coffee 

(exporter, Ecuador) and Shangri-La (producer, Tanzania) share a strong emphasis. They possibly go 

even further, since these cases are driven by upstream members of the value chain, being 

respectively an exporter that works in cooperation with local producers and an actual farmer. 

Adding most value locally, some would say the producer becomes even more than equal. 

6.1.2.2 Proposition Pc2 – A willingness to increase costs is an important strategic condition to 

achieve successful relationships 

The second proposition regarding which conditions facilitate the best management of the direct 

trade model was centered on expenditures, in particular the proposition that quality coffee from 

close relationships and the correlated price rewards through the direct trade model can only be 

realized if human as well as financial investments are increased. This willingness is recognized and 

highlighted by the cases, meaning that particularly the roaster in his search for quality coffee 

understands the need to increase investments to achieve successful partnerships, although to 

most this is also perceived as one of the primary challenges with the direct trade model. 

Transaction costs are in other words accepted to be high, since specialty coffee cannot and should 

not be treated as a commodity with market governance, but as a costly and differentiated 

product. 

However, this condition is also not approached the same way in every case. In general, 

investments are accepted to increase, and it is also common across all cases, except Shangri-La as 

a farmer, that a certain minimum price to producers is established, often to incentivize raising 

quality. Furthermore, assuring transparency requires both a lot of time and many investments, i.e. 

Counter Culture, which put a lot of effort in releasing an annual report to heighten their 

traceability. When it comes to human resources, most cases highlight the amount of travelling and 
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frequency of communication, while financially some cases are particularly concerned about, 

although they do accept, increased cash flow pressure from taking on ownership and investing 

time and money earlier in the process. 

The advantages of investing in social and environmental responsibility, thus adapting to local 

conditions, is highlighted by Shangri-La and the Direct Trade Coffee Club as important 

investments. Overall, though, this proposition of increased costs to achieve successful 

relationships, is preponderantly shared by roasters, in particular those that engage heavily in 

upstream partnerships, i.e. PT’s Coffee Roasting (to incentivize quality) and Counter Culture (from 

their focus on securing transparency). 

6.1.2.3 Proposition Pc3 - Exchange of knowledge and resources is the final condition to create 

sustainable competitive advantages 

The third proposition regarding which conditions facilitate the best management of the direct 

trade model was centered on the exchange of knowledge and resources, in particular the 

proposition that to sustain competitive advantage from specialty coffee resources must be shared 

to uplift quality. This openness about resources is substantiated broadly among all cases. The 

direct trade model is therefore seen as an efficient approach to mobilize resources to create 

sustainable competitive advantages through product development and differentiated quality 

coffee. From the creation of superior resources members of the coffee value chain are enabled to 

deliver greater benefits to their customers at a given cost. The focus on quality has in other words 

moved governance away from the general coffee industry towards high differentiation.  

However, like with the first two, this condition is not approached similarly in every case. Working 

closely and knowledge sharing is almost universal. This implies frequent and intense 

communication, preferably face to face, and not least a high level of openness. Some roasters, i.e. 

PT’s Coffee Roasting and Intelligentsia, argue that such intense forms of partnerships works the 

best when only a few players are involved. The direct trade model is in other words not just about 

cutting out the middlemen to save costs as it is also about elevating the level of knowledge 

exchange between i.e. producers and roasters.  

Interestingly, this proposition about knowledge and resource exchange is particularly shared by 

those that are comparatively less involved, both in terms of relationships (Pc1) and when it comes 
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to general investments (Pc2), i.e. Amigos (among others a consultancy selling knowledge) and the 

two Danish companies, Copenhagen Roaster and the Coffee Collective, which are less involved 

with partners, but focus on knowledge sharing through quality appraisals and general feedback.  

6.1.3 General findings 

Overall there is a long list of potential advantages when adopting the direct trade model. The 

importance of these benefits differ between the individual cases, although a number of general 

advantages are derived around the achievement of stable and flexible relationships; improved 

remuneration; skills upgrading and product development. The importance of these advantages 

particularly differs because of size and value chain integration. Except for the overall achievement 

of quality, it is therefore difficult to stipulate that certain advantages are universal, or what is most 

important to individual businesses, since the advantages often seem strongly interdependent.  

Concerning the proposed conditions there is equally a strong level of interdependence. In many 

ways the direct trade model is a three-legged chair in which all propositions about conditions are 

pillars that prevents the model from falling over: 

 

Figure 9:  The interdependence of propositions. Source: own creation. 

Again, it is therefore easier to enlist what matters, but difficult to say what matters the most, since 

all three conditions are equally relevant for the direct trade model to “stand up” (be economically 

sustainable). Clearly the direct trade model requires a willingness to increase investments (Pc2), 

but it also requires close relationships (Pc1) and knowledge exchange (Pc3) to uplift the overall 
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objective: the creation of high quality coffee. In exemplification, to establish close relationships 

and increase knowledge exchange, investments must be increased (Pc2). In other words, lowering 

power asymmetry and raising skills for product development (differentiation) comes at a price:  

 

Figure 10: Facilitation of close relationships (stability and flexibility) and knowledge exchange (skills upgrading and product 

development) requires a willingness to increase investments (price rewards). Source: own creation. 

Consequently, an important observation is that all three conditions are unavoidably interlinked at 

different levels. Within this acknowledgement, a number of variations were nonetheless observed 

between cases. These differences imply that it might be difficult to adopt “the” direct trade model, 

which has otherwise been the terminology in this paper. Instead, it would be more suitable to 

speak of “a” direct trade model. In this context, this paper realizes the potential existence of more 

than one type of direct trade model. In fact, the empirical findings indicate a potential division 

between three archetypes centered on individual conditions: a producer driven model (Pc1), a 

roaster driven model (Pc2) and a knowledge driven model (Pc3). 

6.2 Analytical generalizations 

Despite a number of differences between cases, the empirical data has by and large been able to 

indicate preliminarily that the proposed analytical framework has merit. At the same time, the 

data collection revealed new insights, which makes it necessary to sharpen both the actual 

framework and how the direct trade model is to be understood and approached. This is in line 

with the abductive process, which is further explained in section 2.2 research approach. In the 

following three sections this additional knowledge is generated into the expansion of and possible 

amendments to the analytical framework. 
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6.2.1 Analytical limitations 

Before moving into new insights and possible amendments to the analytical framework it is 

important to (re-)clarify the usage of the abovementioned abductive approach in this paper. This 

paper has not been trying to induce theory, although it is acknowledged that a number of 

challenges have indeed been derived inductively due to their strong correlation with the proposed 

conditions. Instead, the intention has been to shed light on the direct trade model as a new 

approach within ethical coffee, putting it into theoretical perspectives and from the use of experts 

draw some preliminary patterns in the direct trade model as a whole, should that exist. 

6.2.2 New insights 

As already mentioned the empirical findings have not been able to refute the proposed conditions, 

but new insights were also generated, which affects the ability to generalize analytically. In the 

following, some of these observations will be presented. 

While the proposed advantages were more or less established an additional advantage was also 

discovered along with a number of challenges, which are strongly linked to conditions. The 

additional advantage is that responsible practices, translated by some of the cases as “economic 

sustainability”, becomes a natural part of business practice between partners and not something 

which is created by outside pressure. This makes responsible practices a strategic asset, since it 

among others facilitate better relationships and more knowledge exchange, which is shown to be 

important conditions in the direct trade model. Concerning challenges, it was discovered that 

particularly the high level of costs, the absence of a third party organization and discrepancies 

between producer/roaster and consumer awareness challenge this new model as it looks today.  

During the application and analysis of proposition Pc1 - treating the producer as an equal 

participant through close relationships is the initial condition for success – it was found by most 

cases that relationships were indeed getting closer, but some, i.e. Intelligentsia and the Coffee 

Collective, also highlighted that the ideal relationship might actually be one where i.e. the roaster 

is of a certain size, while the farmer is smaller.  To the producer this would be suitable, since more 

sizeable partners are able to purchase the full harvest, while for the roaster, being of a certain size 

makes it less complicated to invest the human and financial resources needed to uplift the quality 
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of the partnership. It is in other words revealed that close relationships with low power 

asymmetry do not necessarily have to be between partners, which share the same strengths.  

Concerning the application and analysis of proposition Pc2 - a willingness to increase costs is an 

important strategic condition to achieve trustworthy relationships about quality – it was found by 

the empirical data that investments were indeed augmented. With focus on the roaster as the 

driving partner in most cases, this increase of costs was also found to be one of the main 

challenges to the model, translating this condition into more of an “acceptance” of a considerable 

cost increase for the purpose of accomplishing something greater. In other words, it is often the 

adoration of quality that drives the entrepreneurs in the direct trade model, not so much 

cost/benefit analyses, meaning that increased investments (Pc2) does indeed lead to significant 

price rewards (Pa2), which is an incremental advantage for the sustainability of the model, but to 

coffee aficionados a unique quality level comes out as the overarching motivation. 

In relation to the application and analysis of proposition Pc3 - exchange of knowledge and 

resources is the final condition to create sustainable competitive advantages – it was found by 

most cases that knowledge sharing was in fact an important condition to generate sustainable 

competitive advantages through product development and differentiation. What is interesting to 

the direct trade model within specialty coffee, otherwise emphasizing the importance of the RBV, 

is that such knowledge sharing is external. In Barney’s original version (1991: 99) “firms obtain 

sustained competitive advantages by implementing strategies that exploit their internal strengths, 

through responding to environmental opportunities, while neutralizing external threats and 

avoiding internal weakness.” The direct trade model has in other words responded to 

environmental opportunities, but not by neutralizing threats and avoiding internal weakness so 

much as it is about exploiting and elevating strengths externally. 

Although there is an overlap, “value adding” or “enhanced quality” seems more important to a 

majority of cases than the actual “direct trade”. It is not about eliminating middlemen so much as 

it is about creating a quality product. In effect, engaging “directly” becomes an overall condition to 

value adding. The key is to add value, and if middlemen are able to contribute in this equation 

they see no reason for excluding them, although the different cases from their focus on close 

relationships emphasize that intense knowledge sharing works best when there is only a few 
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stakeholders. Furthermore, middlemen are for the majority of cases not excluded to cut back on 

costs, although it is a benefit, so much as it is about improving communication between the most 

essential value chain members. In the end, the actual practice of the direct trade model is found to 

be more flexible than the term “direct trade” indicates. 

Within the context above, many differences between the approaches of the direct trade model 

were discovered; making it difficult to generalize the applicability of the model. Firstly, leadership 

is not restricted to roasters, although this is the most common form of governance. In the case of 

ES Coffee, the roaster is even excluded, and with Shangri-La the producer is able to control large 

parts of the value chain. Secondly, there is also a significant difference between vertical 

involvements in those cases that are driven by roasters, especially due to size restrictions. 

Intelligentsia and Salt Spring, as bigger companies, are in exemplification deeply engaged all the 

way, while the fairly small Danish roasters, the Coffee Collective and Copenhagen Roaster, share a 

less integrated approach in which they restrict the level of vertical participation by partnering with 

producers that are found at Cup of Excellence events. In summation, there is no one size fits all 

approach in the direct trade model. In fact, because there are so many variations, it is realized by 

this paper that even though Intelligentsia’s model might be the original, it is only possible to think 

of the adaptation of a direct trade model, not the direct trade model, since it hardly exists. In the 

end, this flexibility might be the internal strength of the model that restricts its external potential. 

A short overview of new insights is presented in table 26 below: 

Additional advantages Responsible practices become a natural part of business in the 
direct trade model. 

Challenges Augmentation of costs, absence of a third party organization 
and discrepancies in knowledge and awareness between 
producer/roaster and consumers. 

Condition Pc1 Establishing close relationships is not dependent on size. 

Condition Pc2 Increased investments do lead to significant price rewards, but 
the achievement of a unique quality level is the overarching 
motivation. 

Condition Pc3 Knowledge sharing is actually about exploiting and elevating 
strengths externally. 

Direct trade  The actual practice of the model is more flexible than the term 
“direct trade” indicates. Adding value is the key objective, while 
trading directly is merely a facilitating condition. 

The ability to generalize 
analytically 

There is no one size fits all approach. Differences in value chain 
integration and construction restricts analytic generalizability.  

Table 26: new insights 
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6.2.3 Extending the analytical framework 

During this paper a three-legged analytical framework inspired by GVC analysis, TCE and the RBV 

were used to uncover and theorize the direct trade model. These were transformed into 

propositions theoretically centered on power asymmetry, transaction costs and differentiation. In 

the following table the three relevant modes of governance, the general coffee industry and the 

direct trade model are inserted within a High/Low context of power asymmetry, transaction costs 

and differentiation. The first three are broad conversions of Gereffi et al’s Captive, Market and 

Relational governance (2005) in chapter 4, while the general coffee industry is drawn from findings 

and arguments in chapter 3 and finally the direct trade model is derived from the empirical 

findings in chapter 5: 

  Power Asymmetry Transaction costs Differentiation 

Captive H H L 

Market L L L 

Relational L H H 

The general coffee industry    H1 L L 

Direct trade – specialty coffee L H H 

Table 27: Modes of governance: the general coffee industry and the direct trade model within a High/Low context of power 

asymmetry, transactions costs and differentiation. 

From table 27 above it is evident that the general coffee industry collides with the characteristics 

of the direct trade model. While the general coffee industry share a number of traits with both 

Captive and Market governance, the direct trade model, with low power asymmetry, high 

transaction costs and high differentiation, resembles Relational governance. This finding is 

highlighted in table 28 below.  

  

  Differentiation 

Power asymmetry High Low 

Transaction  
costs 

High 
High   Captive 

Low Relational/Direct trade   

Low 
High   Coffee industry 

Low   Market 
Table 28: the direct trade model and Relational governance 

                                                           
1
 There is academic disagreement whether the general coffee value chain has Captive governance (lead firms) or it 

resembles more Market governance as a commodity. Arguments are strong towards power asymmetry (ref 3 the 
history of the direct trade model within specialty coffee). 
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6.2.4 Proposed amendments to the analytical framework 

After the inclusion of new insights and the overall findings of this paper, the analytical framework 

will be altered with a few amendments in the following. Developed through an extensive 

theoretical review in chapter 4, the analytical framework demonstrated its ability to comprehend 

the essence of the direct trade model. However, a number of variations appeared from the 

empirical data. These were especially related to the case differences in terms of size and value 

chain configuration and a high level of interdependence between propositions, which sometimes 

made it a chicken/egg discussion of what comes first. Concerning applicability, general findings 

(6.1.3.) therefore suggested that it would make sense to divide the model and the subsequent 

framework into three archetypes, thus, heightening the accuracy of the empirical findings. To 

confront this challenge in this paper, the preliminary pattern seeking (6.1) highlighted the 

differences in emphasis, and the general tendencies in regards to relevance. In the end, these 

developed into three segments: a producer driven model (Pc1), a roaster driven model (Pc2) and a 

knowledge driven model (Pc3): 

Segment Proposition Characteristics 

Producer driven Treating the producer as an equal 
participant through close relationships 
is the initial condition for success 

Local value adding makes the 
producer more than equal, focus 
on downstream linkages 

Roaster driven A willingness to increase costs is an 
important strategic condition to 
achieve successful relationships 

Requires many human and 
financial resources, deep vertical 
integration 

Knowledge driven Exchange of knowledge and resources 
is the final condition to create 
sustainable competitive advantages 

Low investments between 
partners, focus on knowledge 
sharing 

Table 29: Segmentation of direct trade models. 

Although it is suggested here that differences are segmented to uplift the general applicability, a 

high level of interdependence between propositions remains undisputed. In effect, an all 

encompassing condition and the ultimate advantages are finally proposed in figure 11: 

 

 

Table 11: all encompassing condition and the ultimate advantages. Source: own creation 
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6.3 The future of the direct trade model 

The underlying ambition with this paper has been to unfold the potential of the direct trade 

model. In this process it was established that the model presents a number of advantages to the 

selected cases, especially when certain conditions are applied. The potential is essentially there 

because the coffee industry experiences a double-edged development with growing demand for 

and at the same scarcity of high quality coffee (see i.e. Copenhagen Roaster, Shangri-La, Amigos 

and Direct Trade Coffee Club). Yet, problems remain if the model is to scale up. According to some 

of the cases, the direct trade model is being exploited and the same time its credibility is being 

undermined by an overflow of different definitions and levels of involvement (see i.e. 

Intelligentsia, Salt Spring and PT’s). In the end, some cases fear that the direct trade model as a 

brand gets diluted, experiencing brand exhaustion. In effect, as indicated in new insights (6.2.2.), 

the main problem for the direct trade model to grow in size is paradoxically that its internal 

strength (flexibility) undermines external potential. Although being a qualified model in itself, the 

model does as a result not share the same mainstream potential as i.e. Fair Trade or Organic, since 

it is too loose (see. i.e. Counter Culture). To solve these problems and uplift the potential of the 

direct trade model, a number of cases highlight the need for some sort of minimum standards and 

certifications that are administrated by a third-party organization (see i.e. Counter Culture, PT’s 

and Direct Trade Coffee Club). The question is then if this creates new problems, since 

certifications are expensive and require paper work, moving attention away from the core of the 

model. Jeff Taylor, PT’s Coffee Roasting, sums up the dilemma, saying “I'm not sure the direct 

trade will be a factor at all unless the roasters involved around the world agree to some standards, 

but I'm not sure that’s possible, since we are all independent. For us it's less about the BRAND 

Direct Trade, than it is a way of doing business that we subscribe and live by” (Appendix 5). 

 

Figure 12: the future of the direct trade model. 
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7 Conclusion 
In this paper the direct trade model within specialty coffee was analyzed, hoping to consolidate 

the model as a new market based approach in ethical coffee sourcing, putting it into theoretical 

perspectives and from the use of experts draw some preliminary patterns. This paper 

consequently asked about the advantages and necessary conditions to realize this potential.  

Initially three essential advantages and three correlated conditions were proposed around the 

concepts of power asymmetry, transaction costs and differentiation. Overall, the empirical 

findings from 10 selected cases within specialty coffee were not able to refute the existence of the 

proposed advantages or the necessity for value chain members to apply the proposed conditions. 

In effect the advantages from adopting a direct trade model are essentially the achievement of 

stable and flexible relationships, price rewards, skills upgrading and product development. 

Furthermore, it was induced through the paper that another important advantage was the 

model’s ability to embrace responsible practices as a natural part of business. 

A number of challenges were also induced, in particular a significant augmentation of costs, the 

absence of a third party organization to ensure downstream credibility and the discrepancies in 

knowledge between consumers and coffee aficionados.  

Connected to both advantages and challenges, the facilitative conditions for adopters of a direct 

trade model are the practice of low power asymmetry through the establishment of close 

relationships, the acceptance and willingness to raise the costs of transaction and not least a high 

level of external knowledge exchange and general information sharing for differentiation. 

Overall, these findings should not be regarded as individual advantages or conditions, since there 

is an explicit level of interdependence. In the end, a direct trade model as an entity is the supreme 

condition for realizing the primary objective, which is quality coffee, and in a time of low supply 

and high demand for specialty coffee that might not be such a bad achievement. In effect, this 

market based trend in ethical sourcing is able to demonstrate a promising potential. 
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8 Future research 

As indicated in 2.6 delimitation and 6.2.2 new insights, it would highly interesting to dig a bit 

deeper into the individual cases, including a thorough review of the financial elements in the 

direct trade model, i.e. cost/benefit analyses and key figures like return on investment, and not 

least be able to interview the respective partners on site, asking about advantages and conditions 

as they see it. Equally important, it would be interesting to follow up at a later stage and see if the 

model has managed to exploit the potential established by this paper or developed into something 

else. 

Furthermore, it would also be interesting once the direct trade model has established itself further 

to study the model in a more comparative sense against alternative sustainability initiatives within 

the coffee industry. This would clarify even better what the direct trade model is able to do and 

how it could possibly be improved. The possibility of studying the application of similar models 

within alternative industries could also be relevant. 

Finally, since attention in this paper has primarily, although not exclusively, been given to the 

upstream elements of the direct trade model, the influence of the consumer is missing or at least 

downplayed. It has been suggested a few times in this paper, but not strongly emphasized, that it 

could be very interesting to confront consumers and ask them about their knowledge of and views 

on the direct trade model (see i.e. 6.1.1.7 the discrepancies in knowledge and awareness between 

roasters and consumers). Do they actually demand and appreciate coffee to the same level as the 

truly passionate coffee aficionados seen in this paper?  
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10 Appendices  

10.1 Appendix 1: Geoff Watts, Intelligentsia Coffee 

The following notes were taken during the Skype interview with the respective respondent. The full version of the 

interview “18.10.11 Geoff Watts” can be located in the attached cd-rom.  

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background and responsibilities: vice president of 

coffee, principal purchaser of coffee, co-owner involved all over, barista, roasting. Intelligentsia started in 

1995. 

2. When did Intelligentsia commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? We started with direct 

trade in 2001. 1995-2001 we bought coffee in different ways. The first two years we didn’t have a name for 

it, so in 2003 it really took the form it has today, where we attached a label to it. We (intelligentsia), or 

myself, were the one who founded of the model. The first to talk about and defining it publicly. Within a few 

years the term started to catch on with other roasters using it, mostly companies, comrades and 

collaborators to which I/we had a relation, i.e. Counter Culture. We travelled together, so we had a lot of 

time to exchange ideas and frustrations and our challenges in sourcing coffee. Some adapters really thought 

our approach were attractive, while others saw it as a good alternative to other forms of certification. Today, 

I think some traders use the term more for marketing than the actual sourcing approach we see it being. 

 We started with Fair Trade. We were among the early movers/members of Fair Trade the US from 1997-

2001. We thought the goals of the fair Trade movement were something we also believed in ethically and 

management-wise. The problem was that we never travelled to the farms. Contact with producers was only 

over email. In other words, I put a lot of blind faith into the fair Trade model. Many roasters did. We felt a 

need to involve a third-party organization to get more information on farm conditions and production 

systems. My eyes were opened when I started travelling (in 2000). The more I got interact with farmers and 

discuss the challenges they were facing, the more I saw a need for a different kind of model. Our needs with a 

key focus on quality meant that we had to find the right producers.  

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags) and how many employees do you have? We buy 2 million 

pounds of coffee pr year. We are big within top end coffee. Earlier (in 2000) we only bought 200.000 pounds. 

We have 240 employees of which half are baristas. 

4. How do you govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human resources)? Building stable 

relationships with specific producers and that can only be accomplished with time, building a sense of mutual 

trust. The ability to feel comfortable with each other is important. I usually say it takes three years to build a 

solid foundation and from then on it grows and becomes more and more reliable. Be consistent. Be willing 

(and able) to adjust the price you pay for coffee.    

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? Economics: a critical variable is 

the change in cost of production. An example in Columbia: costs of production are paid in the local currency 
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(pesos), while the actual coffee is sold in USD. One year the value of the peso and the value of the dollar 

changed significantly. When we began the year 1 USD was equivalent to 2100 pesos but once the harvest was 

finished and ready to import the value had changed to 1 USD for 1800 pesos, so we were able to adjust the 

price (and make a loss) in recognition that what was most important was the producers ability to maintain a 

gross profit (sustainability). Another example: we have agreed to buy the coffee well before it is actually 

harvested and as such well before we know the actual cost of production and the actual quality. Our 

challenge is that we have an extremely strict quality standard, making it difficult to replace coffee, so if 

something bad happens during the harvest we have a tricky scenario. In 2006 a farm in Honduras, where had 

been buying coffee from some years and it had been improving every year, got a failed harvest because of 

some unusual weather conditions and it damaged the coffee fruits. But we knew the farmers well enough, 

and paid the same price as usual to keep them alive, so that they could keep investing in the farm and grow 

the quality we had seen before. We eventually sold the coffee to another roaster and swallowed the price 

difference. Our goal is not just one year, but a 10-20 year goal, so for us we considered it an investment in 

the future. Today, this particular farmer produces more than ever. These are challenges that can be dealt 

with in the direct trade model, while not so much in other ones within coffee. 

When we first began it was more difficult with this model because our volume was so small, while today we 

are able to purchase the majority of the individual farmer’s harvest since we are bigger. This is an important 

situation when the farmer is to invest himself in creating the quality we want.  

6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? Each context (farm, culture, country, climate, currency, and 

infrastructure) is different and we acknowledge this and try to adapt. We do this by valuating the coffee on 

quality but just as importantly also on its actual cost of production based on context variables. That is a 

different system than the more typical commodity valuation of coffee based on market place and formulas, 

like in the case of Fair Trade, where being part of the certification is more profitable to some farmers than 

others, because of these standard prices. Our model is therefore tied to the actual cost of production. 

To make the coffee better is not simply a matter of doing things more efficiently. Instead, there is a lot of 

additional costs involved, especially labor costs, which can be up till 70 % of production. You cannot increase 

quality without increasing costs. There are also necessary investments in infrastructure, fermentation tanks, 

drying systems and improved soil management, which all impact quality. 

We use a tier pricing system with a price floor like in Fair Trade with a price that we think is sustainable. 

However, our floor price is higher because we focus on top end coffee, while Fair Trade is more average 

coffee. The added costs of producing exceptional coffee simply supersede the FT floor price. Our price is 

intended to account for these additional costs. Then we have set tiers, which build upon that price, so that 

investments in better quality come with a tangible and consistent price reward. In this way we are 

incentivizing the producer to make better coffee. 

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in 10-20 years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? It will develop into something else. When we began using the terminology “direct 
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trade” the name was not the key, but our customers needed a symbol of our approach to coffee buying to 

give them a sort of assurance. It would take me 10 pages to give the real description/explanation. From 2001 

to 2003 FT grew dramatically, so when we stopped using the FT logo 90 % of our customers asked how they 

could then sell their coffee even though the work we did was the same. Consumers need a reference, so 

direct trade really is no more than two words we use to give a face to our approach. Today, the name doesn’t 

really describe the essential nature of the model (long-term partnerships). We found that when were able to 

work closely with the producers, helping each other, we would be more successful on both sides. Farmers 

would also get better access to credit. Today, there is some usage of the terminology, which is not aligned 

with the original spirit of the model. Soon we might have to find a new terminology to communicate what we 

are actually doing. 

8. Other comments or recommendations? Not all partnerships have succeeded. Some have failed. In Nicaragua 

we had a failed partnership. In my assessment this failed because the coop groups were so married to the FT 

model and didn’t want to deviate from FT. They believe everyone should receive the same opportunity (and 

price), while we reward greater value. For the coop they experienced a lot of challenges, because they were 

questioned why some earned more than others, We saw that some did better than others, so we wanted to 

separate the good from the bad. The problem is that many producers aren’t focused on coffee quality; many 

of them don’t even drink their own coffee. The coffee is to them simply treated as a cash crop. The idea of 

roasting or consuming it does not exist. In the end, the idea of one coffee having greater value than another 

to them seems unfair/arbitrary, which is why our price reward created a lot of jealousy there. We invested in 

drying systems, which had a large impact in the first years, because the climate was very wet in this area. The 

problem was that all coffee in this area was pulled together, meaning that great coffee was mixed with less 

qualified coffee. Therefore we wanted to separate the good farmers, who were demonstrating consistency 

and willingness from the less good ones. We thought the premiums we then paid for these farmers would 

then motivate the other farmers to do the same, but instead what happened was that the less good farmers 

got jealous and complained that the others got special treatment. To the coop this was too much of a hassle, 

so they undermined our status instead as this capitalist group trying to create disharmony. In the end, we had 

to leave. 

Some farmers still contact us asking when we’ll come back, but there is a limit to how much we can do. We 

cannot solve internal leadership issues. In essence, the direct trade model works best when there is good 

leadership within the coop or simply when we work with small size farms. The larger the group/coop the less 

likely the direct trade model is to fit. 

10.2 Appendix 2: Kim Bullock, Counter Culture Coffee 

The following notes were taken during the Skype interview with the respective respondent. The full version of the 

interview “31.10.11 Kim Elena Bullock” can be located in the attached cd-rom.  
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1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background and responsibilities: At first I was 

dealing with internal training and customer relations. Eventually I gained an interest and moved into the 

supply chain (sourcing) and became the company sustainability manager (and coffee buyer), responsible for 

developing Counter Culture Direct Trade Certification in 2007 and 2008, focus on the supply chain side of 

Counter Culture Coffee and our carbon footprint.  

2. When did Counter Culture Coffee commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? Direct trade 

grew out of our sourcing strategy and values in this, and predated the 2007 project (the year we started 

certifying our coffee as direct trade). We moved in this direction because we wanted to communicate clearly, 

(and create more trust about what we were doing, codifying our work, since a lot of customers were not 

sure. That motivated us into putting our values into measurable standards. 

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags) and how many employees do you have? 60-70 percent of 

our coffee is direct trade certified, while the rest is traded within the same values. The part that is certified 

direct trade amounts to around 700.000 pounds of coffee annually. We have 45 employees. 

4. How do Counter Culture Coffee govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human 

resources)? Our company is privately owned (two owners). Communication and travelling is the key, Skype 

calls and emails are also important to update ourselves about the plans we make and their execution. Quality 

control and coffee cupping here (quality manager is responsible) is also important. When it comes to 

sustainability it is about sharing information so that everyone knows what we are about, why we have certain 

values (i.e. organic agriculture), the minimization of carbon footprints and which projects we are doing. 

Communication and strong relationships is what our sourcing strategy is all about. 

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? The biggest challenges and the 

most important aspect is ensuring transparency.  Everyone should have access to price and quality 

information. Typically if this is secure all the other pieces fall into place.  

6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? Transparency is as mentioned important. Patience and thinking 

long term thinking is important too, especially with groups of small producer coops. Success does not just 

happen from one day to another. Implementation requires time. 

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? I am curious too. From our side, it has internally become a key element in what we do. 

Standards and codification is crucial.  Today, consumers are more aware, they want to feel good about their 

purchase but ask fewer questions about specifics. As direct trade has become bigger, I wonder if we will see 

fatigue among consumers. The term has become more popular among roasters, so I wonder if consumers will 

lose interest. Consumers will be confused when it grows, so I fear the word becomes meaningless. I am not 

sure if direct trade has the same lasting/powerful impact as Organic or Fair Trade, because it is a bit looser, 

free formed. The term should be up to date (reflect what we do), but it should also be powerful and 

persistent. It is therefore tempting but sometimes not the best to change the term. 
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10.3 Appendix 3: Banks Thomas, Salt Spring Coffee 

The following notes were taken during the Skype interview with the respective respondent. The full version of the 

interview “26.09.11 Banks Thomas” can be located in the attached cd-rom.  

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background, your title and responsibilities: 

Director of Coffee. 21 years of experience, both as a roaster and buyer of green coffee. I am mainly 

responsible for maintaining and building relationships as part of my function of buying coffee. 

2. When did Salt Spring Coffee commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? (also) Website 

information: Fair to Farmer Direct: in 2006 we made the decision to move beyond the traditional trade 

relationship with coffee co-ops and farmers - dealing with brokers - and established a direct trade model.  

As first we adapted to Transfair/Fairtrade but eventually realized that wasn’t enough. When direct trade 

started emerging as a concept we realized that it was something we already did. We were already paying 

higher prices and having direct relationships with farmers. In 2010 we took it to the next level and created 

the Fair to Farmer Direct program, and let go of our 100 % Transfair certification (also Fairtrade) 

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags)? Nicaragua: 7 containers of 275 bags (70 kg). Peru: 6 

containers of 275 bags (70 kg). Sumatra: 4 containers of 325 bags (60 kg). All of this is our direct trade, which 

covers about 80 % of our coffee. The rest is smaller scale organic and fairtrade from importers. The reason 

we can measure it easily and be so certain our trade is direct is because we aren’t too spread. In 1996 the 

interest in organic producing was small; we (Mick the founder) therefore had to concentrate in those three 

countries. We have 80 employees. Our turnover is around 10 USD. 

Total in kg: 134750 + 115500 + 78000 = 328250 kg. In pounds: 723667 

4. How does Salt Spring Coffee govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human resources)? 

We do it ourselves. We do our own social projects and pay the farmers ourselves (minimum 25 % higher 

prices). We give 3-5 year contracts, which help farmers, get access to credit. We do what Transfair and FLO 

was doing, but at a smaller scale, and then we are there in person, and sometimes we even do extra funding. 

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? We don’t have tons of money, so 

for us it is finance / cash flow pressure. We are a USD 10 million dollar company with 80 employees. Doing it 

directly is a challenge because we have to pay the farmer when they offload the product, while if we didn’t 

do direct trade we would be paying for the product later on in process (closer to the point of selling). That’s 

why I think it would actually be a good idea to let importers bring it in (take the financial responsibility). It 

does take money and time and increases the travel budget, but if you do it right it can be financed. Since we 

are doing it ourselves we can cut out the transfer fees and the importers share. In the end, we let the farmer 

have the transfer fees and the money we save not using an importer (10 cent/pound) we put in the travel 

budget. 

6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? The relationship with farmers, knowing where your coffee comes 
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from. Just to have a one-on-one relationship, where the farmers actually know where the product is going. I 

talk to them all at least once a month. That is huge benefit because information then travels fast(er). An 

example in Sumatra. they just had a drought season, which meant that demand superseded supply, but we 

went down there early and help them secure the harvest anyway. Most coffee producers don’t know how it 

costs them to produce the coffee, so we also simply teach them how to run a business with margins and 

profits. They also come up with new ideas for production (an example in Nicaragua is mentioned), so it goes 

both ways. 

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? Difficult question. “I have no idea” I Expect more, but I fear that some coffee will (and 

some already do) take advantage of the concept/model and not really do what they say. I am afraid that can 

mess it up. People are getting tired of paying for certifications. At one side we want to be sure that coffee 

that label themselves direct are in fact so. On the other, we don’t want to pay that much for certification, 

which in the ends decreases the farmers cut and as such depletes its general purpose. 

10.4 Appendix 4: Francisco Rendon, ES Coffee 

The following notes are taken from the email questions answered by the respective respondent 01.11.11.  

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background and responsibilities: My name is 

Francisco Rendon. I have a bachelors of science with a focus in Business Marketing and Minor in International 

Business from the California State University Los Angeles. My responsibility and position with ES is of Exports 

Director. Activities include customer sales introduction and sales communications. Exportations and Shipping 

logistics. Foreign market marketing material distribution. 

2. When did ES Coffee commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? The Direct Trade Model was 

originated and implemented in 2005 out of a series of lecture talks given by Miguel Rendon Fontaine (CEO of 

ES) at the annual SCAA convention in the USA. The motivation was the search for a more fair price to 

producers for the sale of their product. Part of the motivation and focus was to eliminate the price hurdles 

that do not allow the producer to receive a fair price (eliminate the middle men) from the equation.  

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags) and how many employees do you have? 150 tons of coffee 

pr year (2500 60kg bags), which amounts to 1 % of the Danish coffee consumption. Our target is to double 

that. We have 50 employees year round, and up till 400 for special assignments. 

4. How do ES Coffee govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human resources)? Direct trade 

today is implemented in every single coffee & chocolate product ES produces. From 1 lbs bags to 60kgs or 

green coffee sacs. The mission of ES is to implement this model in every single product it offers. Artisans, 

coffees, etc...  

ES currently holds 60 employees regionally in Ecuador. With representation in over 10 countries. 
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5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? Organizationally, the Direct Trade 

Model is run by Escoffees Exports & sales department and a Coffee Union Sales Association created and run 

by the coffee producers called: ACOPOC.  The model is run by the offering of purchase of products at fair 

prices from the Exporter (ES) to the producer (ACOPOC) through transparency and legal binding contracts. ES 

responsibility and main focus as Exporter is to acquire the best possible price for the producer in regards to 

the quality of product.  

Part of the earnings and resources that  reinvested from the operations of the direct trade model into future 

projects for the expansion and development of the products. New Coffee Greenhouses, Organic 

Certifications, Purchase of new machinery, materials, etc. 

6. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? Main challenges have been 

exporting a finalized product (Coffee bags roasted and labeled) into a market where the buyer chooses to pay 

for the raw material (green coffee beans) at cheaper prices in order to further externally roast, label and sell 

at its own convenience, many times incrementing the price, discrediting the producer and paying lower 

prices for premiums in further deals. Logistics of shipment where a producer can sell directly its product from 

their own market and ship around the world to the final destination of the consumer is a hurdle as well. 

7. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? Transparency in negotiations and contracts is the binding factor 

that makes this model work. If the bond of prices and terms are compromised then ultimately the system 

does not succeed and the main party injured is the producer who cannot afford to continue offering its 

specialty product. 

8. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? In ten years hopefully as a determining factor in how small to big companies perform 

their purchasing of products and raw materials.  

What will optimize this trade further is the implementation of todays current communication technologies 

with the third world producers of products. REAL LIVE DIRECT TRADE 

9. Other comments or recommendations? We sell 100 % P.I.C.O products produced in country of origin. (This 

benefits the chain of production in our local market). 

We sell our products to distributors that have a quick turnaround of 30-60 days.  

A fresh good quality coffee product packaged well can last up to a1 year. 

10.5 Appendix 5: Jeff Taylor, PT’s Coffee Roasting 

The following notes are taken from the email questions answered by the respective respondent 03.11.11.  

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background and responsibilities: I am the Co-

Founder and President of PTs. I'm also responsible for Coffee operations, including Direct Trade 

Relationships. 
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2. When did the Coffee Collective commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? We started with 

our first Direct Trade Coffee in 2005.  Our motivation was, and continues to be,  find the best coffees 

available in each origin, and pay the farmer a fair value for their product. Thereby developing a solid 

foundation, and reliable supply chain, of excellent coffee for our company. Then sell that product by telling 

the farmers story to our customers in the US. 

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags) and how many employees do you have? We currently 

import 4-5 containers of Direct Trade coffee at this point from 12 different farms in Central And South 

America. PTs Coffee Roasting Co has 12 employees. 

4. How does the Coffee Collective govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human 

resources)? It is all handled in house. It is not a legal organization or trade mark. We simply do business this 

way. And we tell our farmers and our customers that. We are straight forward, honest and transparent with 

all.  

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? A lot of travel. 

6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? Building relationships with the producers based on trust and 

honesty. Working together to achieve a higher level of coffee and paying them accordingly.  

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? Where do I see DT in 10 years is a very good question. I'm not sure it will be a factor at 

all unless the roasters involved around the world agree to some standards. But I'm not sure thats possible 

since we are all independent. The brand gets diluted by roasters who say they are doing DT but truly aren't. 

Buying from a farmer who happens to live in the US and visits your cafe, doesn't necessarily qualify as DT in 

my book. IF you visit the farm and can verify quality and social conditions on an annual basis, then yes. I don't 

know where it will be in 10 years. For us it's less about the BRAND Direct Trade, than it is a way of doing 

business that we subscribe and live by. No more, no less. 

10.6 Appendix 6: Peter Dupont, the Coffee Collective 

The following notes were taken during the personal interview with the respective respondent 10.11.11.  

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background and responsibilities: CEO of the Coffee 

Collective, roast master, green coffee buyer, barista, worked at Copenhagen Roaster and started Estate 

Coffee at Gl. Kongevej, studied International development with a final paper on water resources in Nicaragua.  

2. When did the Coffee Collective commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? The Coffee 

Collective started in 2007 based on the experience from Estate Coffee (Copenhagen Roaster) and our 

educational backgrounds. We adapted (aimed for) direct trade from the start, inspired by Intelligentsia. At 

first around 50 percent was traded directly, while today all the coffee we source is direct trade. Our main 

motive was transparency/traceability. We felt that too many coffee roasters/sellers could not explain where 
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their coffee came from. We wanted to be asked because we actually know, and consider this part of our main 

business. 

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags) and how many employees do you have? We import 40 tons 

of coffee annually. We have 30 employees. 

4. How does the Coffee Collective govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human 

resources)? Our main focus, or strategy, is (unlike i.e. Copenhagen Roaster) the brewing part of the chain, 

meaning that we are concerned about the barista process. We do not sell as retail, since we want the 

customer to fully appreciate the quality product we sell. Instead, we have two coffee bars and a number of 

engross business deals from which our customers will appreciate the coffee in the best possible way. We 

have registered our way of doing business into a trademark “DirectTrade®” (www.directtrade.dk). It is based 

on two criteria. Firstly, the price we pay must be at least 25 % above the Fair Trade price. Secondly, we/you 

must visit the individual farmers at least once pr year. Others can also be registered DirectTrade® at a 

symbolic cost. From my own experience, most notably in Nicaragua, I have been frustrated about the 

discrepancies in perceptions between people in the consuming countries and people in the producing world. 

Too many times the relationship contact is focused on the transfer of funds from North to South. I would 

rather focus on projects as equal partners. Furthermore, we prefer, unlike roasters like Intelligentsia and 

Counter Culture, not to involve ourselves too deeply into local matters. We encourage social responsibility, 

but overall believe it is not our burden, nor very efficient if we started intervening. The local producer is more 

than capable himself of understanding the value of social responsibility. Our main philosophy is therefore 

more based on equal partnerships than stringent standardizing. 

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? I think the relationship building 

(finding good coffee) is quite straightforward from attending Cup of Excellence gatherings and living up to our 

two main criteria. However, we are still a fairly new and a small company, meaning that our volume is not 

that big. This entails some practical difficulties, shipping the product to Denmark, i.e. one container typically 

contains from 18 to 20 tons of coffee, which is half our annual import. Furthermore, since we are not able to 

take on a lot of the farmers stock, they aren’t as interested in establishing partnerships with us, and capable 

farmers don’t grow on trees. We also experience more cash flow pressure with this model, since we take on 

ownership earlier in the process and as such tie money early in the process (with no middlemen). The 

practical solution would be to import the entire amount of coffee from individual coffee when it is ripe, but 

that would leave us only selling that particular coffee for three months a year. In effect, we risk losing brand 

loyalty/awareness. Overall, the challenge is that we want better quality and that doesn’t come cheap. The 

only efficient way to achieve a higher level of quality is to invest more. 

Example in Ethiopia (which is otherwise a country with an immense range of quality coffee): logistics, 

legislation, and a general lack of education, which all in all makes it very troublesome (inflexible) to source 

coffee from Ethiopia. 

http://www.directtrade.dk/
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6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? The key is quality. To achieve that you must visit farmers 

frequently and establish sound relationships, since that eventually influences quality. 

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? I hope it will grow, but today there are so many different definitions and levels of 

involvement that credibility tends to be undermined. You could consider a third party organization (NGOs or 

maybe some accountants) to administer the maintenance of standard requirements to secure credibility, but 

you should also be careful in adding too much administration to the model, since that is not the core business 

of the approach. 

10.7 Appendix 7: Jakob Dupont, Copenhagen Roaster 

The following notes were taken during the personal interview with the respective respondent 27.10.11. The notes 

were approved by the respondent. 

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background and responsibilities: I have no coffee 

education as such. It is a family interest and I was trained in the aspects of quality control by my brother. I am 

hired at Copenhagen Roaster (Estate Coffee) as quality manager, which means I am responsible for sourcing 

green coffee, “finding the beans”, roasting and evaluating samples. I also write the roast profiles we follow 

and keep track of them by weekly quality control tastings.   

2. When did Estate Coffee commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? Although we have traded 

directly from the start, we have only been labeled “direct trade” since 2010: www.directtrade.dk. Initially, 

Estate Coffee was founded in 1996 from the idea of professional Food expert & Entrepreneur Claus Meyer 

and Søren Sylvest (our CEO), who saw a potential in separating microclimate coffees, treating individual 

farms and their products like wine. Thereby one need to buy premium coffees, only significant premiums will 

give you coffees with distinct terroir flavors. To justify these high prices we saw the Direct Trade model as a 

way of marketing this quality. We have been roasting at a rented location since 1999. In 2000 our first and 

only Estate Coffee shop was opened (at Gl. Kongevej, Copenhagen). Estate Coffee’s own roasting facility 

(called Copenhagen Roaster) was opened in 2005. 

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60/69 kg bags) and how many employees do you have? We are four 

people (and a part time bookkeeper). Copenhagen Roaster is owned by a number of entrepreneurs, among 

others Claus Meyer and Søren Sylvest. They are also owners of the Chokolade Compagniet, which specializes 

in coffee tea and chocolate, and owns 51 % of the roastery. We roast around 180-200 tons/annually. 30-40 

percent of the coffee we roast is our own main brand “Estate Coffee” (around 70% of this is Direct trade 

registered premium coffees, approximately 50 tons direct trade coffee. We have specialized in sourcing 

beans of different quality levels and customizing them to fit our very different customers. From top coffee 

shops, top restaurants, deli shops, to more catering service minded companies. Around 70% of all of our 

http://www.directtrade.dk/
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coffee is bought directly from farms, avoiding middlemen (or brokers) and thereby keeping contact with the 

farms and getting good quality regardless of the quality level. Our coffees can also be Organic, Fair Trade, 

Rainforest Alliance, UTZ certified and many others. 

4. How do Estate Coffee govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human resources)? We 

restrict our attention to five countries: Brazil, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Nicaragua and Kenya. 95 percent of 

what we do is coffee tasting. We purchase directly but don’t travel as much as companies like Intelligentsia or 

Stumptown. We visit our nine direct trade partner farms every year between each harvest cycle. We register 

our coffee direct trade to avoid misuse and as such to secure our brand. We believe the Danish 

registration/application trademark model by Coffee Collective (see www.directtrade.dk) could be seen as a 

model to follow. It is very easy, credible and transparent (fully documented). 

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? In the short term, it requires 

many human resources. Over time we start communication via emails and phone calls in which feedback on 

the harvest is given back and forth. Our focus remains on the produc. We do not intervene in how the 

individual farmer produces, but we give a thorough appraisal of the beans (according to the quality standards 

of the Specialty Coffee Association of America). As I see it, the challenge to farmers is financial. They have to 

invest at least one year before they can actually harvest (and sell) their coffee. We therefore endorse long 

term contracts. For roasters the direct trade model also adds an important cash flow challenge, because they 

take ownership earlier in the process. 

6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? The biggest hurdle to us is the limited consumer awareness of 

quality coffee, especially how to brew coffee properly (temperature, water and many other things). What is 

perceived as great coffee by consumers is to our knowledge not necessarily true. We can sell a great product 

but because many customers are not aware of the methods to achieve the best possible cup of coffee, the 

real quality does not always get through. Also, too few people know that coffee must be consumed within 

three months (preferably around one) after roasting. Here in Copenhagen people should not use tap water 

for their coffees because it has too much chalk and carbonate. Another example in Denmark: many standard 

coffees are branded as “mørkristet” (dark roasted), and this is often perceived as something great, but in fact 

roasting coffee like that is a sign of low quality and an attempt to cover up this poor quality. To achieve good 

coffee, first you must have good raw beans, fresh harvested or well stored, preferably in vacuum bags. 

Secondly, you have to roast slowly not speed roast, 4-6minutes, like the large roasters (the slowroast 

method), which does not develop the full potential of quality beans. We roast 12-16min to fairly light colors 

to protect the volatile aromas that easily vaporizes in darker roasts.  

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? It will grow, and more roasters will appear. The Danish model could be an inspiration 

for other countries, since it´s a registered trademark and the “laws” have to be documented thoroughly. We 

try to avoid the word certification since we do not certify farms like Fair Trade. Instead, we certify or rather 

register our products. Thereby not forcing farmers to do tons of paperwork, only signing to witness they 

http://www.directtrade.dk/
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know the deal and are aware of us as the buyer and approving the prices we pay.  On the contrary we try to 

encourage them to do better quality to raise standards of living in general. Even in a market with two-three 

companies buying 60-70percent of the entire annual global production, quality Arabica has great chances to 

fetch better prices these days. Demand is increasing, availability is de-creasing and climate changes are 

making the coffee forecasts very blurred. Ex. We paid almost twice the amount for our direct trade container 

from Kenya in 2011 compared to two years before, but of course this has also been the worst Kenyan harvest 

for more than a decade.  

8. Other comments or recommendations? Fair Trade works well some places, as an ethical minimum pay, but 

the problem is that it says nothing of quality. Just like any other certification quality is not in the calculation. 

Fair Trade is a one size fits all approach. I don’t believe that is recommendable. I recommend that you look 

into Intelligentsia, Stumptown, Counter Culture, Terroir Coffee/ George Howell (co-founder of SCAA), Cup of 

Excellence 

(www.cupofexcellnce.org) and Solberg & Hansen (www.sh.no). The Cup of Excellence is an important event, 

where roasters and importers go to discover new coffees. Solberg & Hansen is probably the largest direct 

trade roaster in Scandinavia and we might be the runner up on 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 place. 

10.8 Appendix 8: Jakob Christian Jebsen, Shangri-La Estate 

The following notes were taken in English during the Skype interview conducted with the respective respondent in 

Danish. The full version of the interview “03.10.11 Jakob Christian Jebsen” can be located in the attached cd-rom.  

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background and responsibilities: Farmer for 25 

years. Co-owned Shangri-La for 20 years. Also active in Denmark and Poland. 

2. When did ES Coffee commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? We have increased our 

investments in Shangri-La significantly the last five years. We started with Starbucks because of their interest 

in quality coffee. According to me, Starbucks has been a key driver in the development towards quality 

coffee. The last three years we have done direct trade – as I see it because the market for specialty has 

increased its profile significantly. In this context, we thought the auction and trade houses were unnecessary 

or at least less important, since the focus on quality and origin were rising, not so much cost, and because 

there are more players today, and they actually come looking for us. So it is a parallel movement: more 

players and more interest. 

3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags) and how many employees do you have? 150 tons of coffee 

pr year (2500 60kg bags), which amounts to 1 % of the Danish coffee consumption. Our target is to double 

that. We have 50 employees year round, and up till 400 for special assignments. 

4. How do ES Coffee govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human resources)? Well we are 

also regulated ourselves by the Tanzanian who I think basically work to enrich themselves but officially they 

http://www.cupofexcellnce.org/
http://www.sh.no/
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are supposed to quality assure any coffee that leaves the country. They are impossible, I try to stay away 

from them. Otherwise, we govern our trade just like any other sound business with specific contracts. 

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? There are challenges at different 

levels. In the farming our challenge is to achieve the best quality possible from our harvest. Financially it is 

always a challenge to sell/buy in a price volatile market like the coffee market. You have to be cool and sell 

your coffee at the right time. It is also a challenge to actually control our business from Denmark. Finding 

qualified employees can also be an issue. Branding is an interesting challenge too, especially when resources 

are scarce. 

6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? We are selling to Baresso now, but we are still in the beginning. 

We still need to brand ourselves. It is all about increasing awareness of our product and building up a good 

reputation and relationships. Our main market is still green beans. We sell 80 % to the US, 15 % to Japan and 

the remaining 5 % to Denmark. I market green beans under the same name (Ngorongoro) as the roasted 

coffee. Storytelling/personal marketing is very important. Thus, it is important to market yourself behind the 

curtains. Customers and clients must be convinced about the value added and the special story your product 

carries. In that context, we are lucky to be placed in a place of beauty, wildlife and sophistication. The 

placement gives us an added value. 

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? We want to sell as much as possible directly. The key to optimize direct trade is to 

advance your storytelling and increase awareness. More traceability/transparency. 

8. Other comments or recommendations? Certification is a quite fascinating concept. We are not yet certified, 

but are in the process of becoming Rainforest Alliance certified. I have chosen them simply because I like 

their program, and because I am tired of always being asked what kind of certifications we have. In my 

experience I actually don’t rate certification that important. At least I am not going to use it aggressively in 

my marketing. The coffee market is controlled by personal relations. Once you have established a 

relationship with a buyer they don’t care about your certifications. You just need to get through to them. Our 

size (not selling to supermarkets) and target (high end) means that traceability “from field to mouth” is more 

important than certification. Fair Trade has actually been investigating the possibility to label us, even though 

we are not a cooperative, so it seems they are about realize the necessity to bend or abolish this rule. 

We will have to look into Internet selling soon. 

10.9 Appendix 9: Jeroen Kruft, Amigos International 

The following notes were taken during the Skype interview conducted with the respective respondent. The full version 

of the interview “23.09.11 Jeroen Kruft” can be located in the attached cd-rom.  
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1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background, your title and responsibilities: 

www.amigos-international.org : “Founder of Es Coffee Europe. He has studied and worked in the North and 

South America for over 16 years before moving back to the Netherlands where he became one of the co-

founders of Amigos-International. He oversees the entire value chain, from production and processing 

processes in the country of origin, to marketing and sales in Europe. Jerome currently lives in Wageningen, 

Holland, but spends much time abroad (South America, Africa and Asia), where he carries out consultancies 

for Amigos and other development organizations.” Amigos International is a small coffee processing company 

that I run with another guy. We engage with many different people (design, processing, roasting). We also 

import and distribute to Europe. We also consult from our experience, adding value to commodities such as 

coffee and cocoa. 

2. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags)? Very small. 5000 kg pr year.  We are just two people. There 

is many views and definitions on direct trade. Our trade is direct in the sense that we buy traceably either 

from the farmer or the exporter, not from a port in Europe. 

3. How do ES Coffee govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human resources)? You have to 

“be on top”. It requires many resources to govern our trade relationships. 

4. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? You have to “be on top” in every 

part of coffee operation, which requires many resources, especially human and financial. If you buy from a 

port in Antwerp you know what you pay for, while with what we do you have to invest in being there, getting 

to know the people (relationships), quality assure the processing, export in time, quality control and 

communication. From an economic perspective it would probably make more sense to buy the coffee here, 

so I understand that for certain coffees our line of trade does not make sense. There is simply a lot more 

work engaging directly. 

5. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? Trust and good communication. You need to visit the farmer. It is 

important to differentiate the product, including its social interaction. Thus, it is important that one is able to 

market the product, not just produce it.  

The world is becoming smaller. We are closer to each other both in language and in culture. On one hand, 

ease of communication and information has lowered costs and increased strategic possibilities. On the other, 

costs to “be on top” (monitoring) has also increased. In general, we are now more interested in working 

directly with other people, and learning about other cultures, not so much to make more money, but also to 

enrich other peoples’ lives. We offer a different story to the consumer – why direct trade is interesting 

marketing wise, it has marketing value. 

6. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? It will increase in size; in essence, because there is scarcity of “good coffee” (makes 

sense to have people in the field, to assure good quality instead of relying solely on markets). Larger 

companies are starting to engage more directly (following the trend). 

http://www.amigos-international.org/
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7. Other comments or recommendations? Intermediaries have a purpose (from my experience in Ecudaor), and 

from my research I do not experience that profits are unfair to producers, on the contrary. Exporters in 

Ecuador do not make a huge amount of money, and you must remember that they also take upon them a 

certain risk. Our profit margin isn’t that big either. Companies that say they adapt to direct trade cannot and 

shouldn’t claim it is more just simply because the middleman is taken out. “Intermediaries aren’t crooks” 

they are sometimes a necessary channel. Certain quality coffee benefits from having intermediaries. 

In order to put it in a broader context, I recommend that, besides contacting companies that engage with 

direct trade, you contact national coffee associations for information on trends. There is also a French 

organization “Caoca” (?) doing direct trade within cocoa. Also: www.illimani.net (Bolivia), 

www.simonlevelt.nl, Kraft (fair trade cocoa), Douwe Egberts and maybe Danida.    

10.10 Appendix 10: Chad Morton, the Direct Trade Coffee Club 

The following notes are taken from the email questions answered by the respective respondent 26.09.11.  

1. Firstly, please tell me a little bit about your professional background, your title and responsibilities: Several 

years ago I traveled to Guatemala to see some of the effects of the civil war. My local contact was a small 

subsistence coffee farmer. I knew nothing of coffee, but wanted to be helpful to my new friend. i brought 

back some (unknowingly) un-usable green coffee in my backpack to introduce several coffee roasters in my 

community to my farmer, hoping they would want to buy from him. Most laughed and suggested what i 

wanted to do could not be done. After a quick learning curve, i decided to start my own non-profit doing 

direct trade. We began bringing coffee back in backpacks and through missional groups’ suitcases. i stepped 

away from the non-profit after several of the other partners wanted to keep it a non-profit while i was trying 

to move it towards a sustainable business model. i became the green coffee buyer for madcap coffee 

company, and recently have stepped down from my positions at madcap to focus on other projects within 

the coffee industry. My passion is creating opportunity, specifically for coffee farmers but also for customers 

to purchase the highest quality coffee sourced in the most sustainable manner. 

I am a partner in the club. Currently my duties include some social media, events, creating business 

opportunity, education about direct trade, customer communication, and sales. 

2. When did the Direct Trade Coffee Club commence with direct trade? What was the motivation? We do not 

participate in direct trade...our focus is support of direct trade through club subscriptions from roasters doing 

direct trade.  

The motivation was to create more consumer awareness of the sourcing model of direct trade, and bring 

some accountability and common voice to the industry. Each of the roasters has created their own 

terminology of direct trade. While this is good, we believe a common, simple, unifying voice is needed for 

consumers to understand and get past the certification models that currently exist. 

http://www.illimani.net/
http://www.simonlevelt.nl/
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3. How sizeable is this trade today (in 60 kg bags)? Nobody really knows. It is growing every minute as current 

roasters get in the game, as well as new roasters enter into the marketplace daily. It is a very small fraction of 

the total. 

4. How do ES Coffee govern direct trade (organizationally, legally, financially, human resources)? We maintain 

access to documentation from the roasters that the coffees they send out to our club customers are directly 

sourced. Not every coffee a roaster has in their inventory is "direct trade", so our roasters agree to only send 

us coffees they have sourced in the direct trade manner. 

5. According to you, what has been the challenges adapting to direct trade? Not applicable to the club model. 

From the club perspective, our biggest hurdle to consumers is awareness that this sourcing model is the most 

sustainable to everyone within the supply chain, most importantly, to the farmer, and that because of the 

quality and sourcing method, it is more expensive, although not much more expensive in the big scheme of 

life. 

6. What has in your opinion been the most important factor(s) to succeed with direct trade? Which 

conditions are needed to make it possible? Not applicable to the club. 

7. Where do you see direct trade within specialty coffee in ten years? What do you think could optimize 

direct trade further? I see it surpassing fair trade as the most well known and widely subscribed to form of 

ethical consumerism. 

Roasters and others within the supply chain working together to create unity while also speaking simply and 

clearly to the consumer base. 

Personally, I also believe buyers/roasters need to more fully understand societal/cultural differences and how 

these affect the farmer and their communities throughout the buying process. 

8. Other comments or recommendations? None 

9. Follow up questions: Researcher: From your answer to question 5, would you say that the direct trade model 

entails a parallel movement of costs and advantages, in the sense that you might experience that such 

sourcing strategy is more expensive financially, time and human resource wise, but just as importantly it 

entails a wider array of advantages/possibilities if one is able to market it properly? 

 

Chad Morton: Absolutely. For everyone involved. The model is such that everyone within the supply chain 

can create a competitive advantage for themselves and a niche to differentiate their business. 

 

Farmers: by developing the quality initiatives, the farmer has the opportunity to make more money via the 

relationship to the buyer, while also differentiating themselves from the farmers who only sell into the c 

(commodity) market, giving them more opportunity on the open market. 

Buyers: get the best quality coffee and has the ability to be the only person in the world to have that specific 

coffee, from that specific farmer, on that specific plot of land. 

Dry mills: have the ability to specialize in very detailed, quality controlled micro lot processing. 
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Import/export: have the opportunity to specialize in controlling very small, very valuable micro-lots 

Consumers: get access to the very best possible quality coffee sourced in the most sustainable manner. 

10.11 Appendix 11: Executive summary 

Asking about the advantages and necessary conditions, this paper hoped to consolidate the direct 

model within specialty coffee as a new market based approach in ethical coffee sourcing. It 

therefore sought to put the model into theoretical perspectives and from the use of experts (case 

studies) draw preliminary patterns as findings. 

An analytical framework was designed from a thorough review of relevant literature and theory. 

Around the concepts of power asymmetry, transaction costs and differentiation, this included a 

number of proposed advantages and conditions. In general, the empirical findings were not able 

to refute the existence of the proposed advantages or the relevance of the proposed conditions. 

These advantages from adopting a direct trade model are the achievement of stable and flexible 

relationships, price rewards, skills upgrading, product development and the ability to embrace 

responsible practices as a natural part of business. Challenges were induced in the process as 

augmentation of costs, the absence of a third party organization and knowledge discrepancies 

between consumers and coffee aficionados. Meanwhile, the facilitative conditions are the practice 

of low power asymmetry from the establishment of close relationships, a necessary willingness to 

raise investments and external knowledge sharing to differentiate. 

These findings cannot, due to a high level of interdependence, be seen as autonomous advantages 

or conditions. The adoption of a direct trade model as a whole is the absolute condition for 

creating quality coffee, supplying what the market currently demands. In sum, this business 

oriented trend in ethical sourcing shows a great deal of promise. 

 


